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UNITED STATES SHOULD GIVE
RECOGNITION TO

IBIECTOS

CO10IM

and one of the members of the club
informed District Attorney Whitman .
The grand jury will meet tomorrow,
when it is expected Schepps will be
asked to tell his story.
Lieutenant Becker made a brief ap
pearance in the courti of general ses
sions today to plead to the Indict
ment charging murder in the first de
gree. At the request cf the counsel
tne pleading wag adjourned
until
Wednesday.

ID SIP

ACTION SHOULD

iETAKEN SIKCEM4DER0 HAS
ACKNOWLEDGED BELLIGLRENCY

Say s Mexican President's Statement Was
Founded Upon a Falsehood

J

GAMBLER TELL8 ATTOR
; '
'"NEY CONFESSION IS

Schepps Corroborates Story.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Aug. 19. "I
have obtained from Sam Schepps the
corroborative evidence I expected,"
said District Attorney Whitman to
day after a brief conference with the
BUT DECLARES HE WILL MAKE
little gambler who was captured at
KNOWN ALL-HKNOWS OF
Hot Springs, as a material witness In
' ; ROSENTHAL CASE.
the Rosenthal murder case.
Aitnougn schepps was a bit ner
vous he told the prosecutor that he
FCLICE
CSAFT
KOT
would tell freely all he knew of the
events which led up to Rosenthal's
NEW YORK DISTRICT ATTORNEY death. Assured of tnis, Mr. Whitman
did not prolong the conference.
HAS BEEN. INVESTIGATING
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IT FOR SOME TIME.
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RACING IS RESUMED
Salem, N .H., Aug. 19. For the first
time in the history of the Grand circuit, a meet will he held in New
Hampshire, beginning tomorrow at
Rockinham park and lasting five days.
The races will be held in connection
with the Rockinham fair and the purses will amount to $42,700. The feature race for tomorrow will he "the
hub" for 2:05 class pacers, for a purse
ot $3,000 In which are entered Bran-haBougham, the largest money winning pacer for 1911; Peter the Second, from Dundee, Mich.; Jim Longan
from California; Akar fromthe stable
well
of Ed Gears, and five other
known horses.
On Wednesday "The Granite Stake"
for 2:02 trotters, purse $5,000, will ba
trot-- ,
divied With the $3,000
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Executive, However, Would Like to Be Able to Affix Signature
Eesoluiion RcaflirKiinjj the Good Faith of the United States
in Its Treaty CL'iatiocs Holds Conference With Numerous Solcns and Gives Sample Instrument to
Mr. Whitman regards Schepps' tes
timony of Importance as confirming
Representative Shirley to Present to the House

to

the story of "Bald Jack" Rose,
cam Schepye Schepps was not in the murder car
Washington,
Aug. 19. President
u uoadway louay witu a at the time of the shooting, but he
Taft today began the task of convincstatement ou lin ups Corouorating the was in it earlier in the evening and;
ing members of the house and senate)
tontessiou of "iald Jack" Hose, according to Rose, subsequently was ENGLISH OFFICER
that the Panama canal bill should
NQTIILN& TO GO WITH FAILURE OF NEGOTIATIONS
Lieutenant BecKer the paymaster of the murder crew,
cnarging
contain gome features to assure othwiui lUBtigaung die murder of Hit
ting championship and the two year
Herman Rosenthal. For two
MURDERS FA'HLY er nations that the United States did
GENERAL BOOTH ILL
old trotting division of the $11,000 sambler,
not intend to violate the
nours
Schepps and District Attorney
London, Aug' 19. General William
American Horse Breeder stake. Batreaty. He gave a resolution to
ot the Sal
New Mexico's Representative in Highest Legislative Body Resents den, winner of two $10,000 stakes In Whitman' were In conference on
Booth, commander-in-chie- f
Representative
Shirley, drawn to insouth
from
who
vation
has
been
tiain,
speeding
Army,
suffering
enAFTER
SLAYING
HE
Albany.
RELATIVES
is
War
for
of
Continuance
Grand
circuit this season,
the
Assertion That He Was Responsible
sure
to any foreign ship
the
right
When
New
from
reached
insomnia
and
he
since
weakness
Mr
they
York,
SETS FIRE TO HOME AND
tered in the 2:10 trot against a
owner to have the free tolls provlsloa
in the Sister Republic Tells His Colleagues He Has Inwas
whitman
on
said:
in
last
for
the
done
has
May
"Scihepps
operated!
will
trot
SHOOTS
all
The
for
SELF
free
strong field.
passed upon by the United State
all that we expected of him. He has removal of a cataract In his left eye,
formation That Is More Authentic Than That In
bring together Billy Burke, Colorado
courts. Some members think the Mil
Jn
same
corroborated
condition.
most
the
continues
To
the
19.
important
Audobon
East Bourne, Eng., Aug.
and others.
partd
Possession of Secretary Knox
raptain
E., Anvil Gay,
of Jack Rose's confession.
You must day's bulletin issued by the physi Hicks Murray of the Gordon High already provides for that, but tho resThursday will have the three year
olution the president submitted today
cians attending says:
landers last night shot and killed his
old trotting division of the American not ask me for details!"
"Genem! Booth has not passed a wife's sister, her two children and a specifically provides for it Mr.
Horse Breeder's $11,000 stake, the Opposing interests of the district at
'
Washington, Aug. 19. Conditions ln
office
and
the
good
night, but his condition is not servant, wounded hi wife, net fire to Shirley said he would submit
police again
2:12 pace for $2,500 and 2:12 trot torney's
to
and senate
house
the
Mexico were related to the senate to
the house here in which taa tragedy
with famous horses for entries. On were in evidence when Schepps arriv- worse than it was yesterday."
on
anu
conferees
the
bill
It they
ed.
Two
day by Senator Fall of New Mexico, STOP A LORD AND
lc3
detctives
from headquarters.
occured and then killed himself with
Friday and Saturday there are schedwere willing to" h a v'e" iTprescntcatoT
who arose to a question of personal
were
on
and
saying
oth
uroJ
races
the
they
the
$1,000
for
u;on
uled eight
purses
orders,
acting
sIstolle hfl
congress. In addition to Mr. BWr-le- y,
privilege to declare "absurd and ridlA
ers.
a trotting free for all for amateurs attempted to seize him, but Mr. Whit- RODDERS DLOV
to
statement
the president today talked Tritu'
eulous" a
ARGUE drivers for $000.
purporting
man announced' that his officer was
The affair was given an air of sen
Senator
Jones of Washington anol
lave come from President Madero to
in command and his detectives tooii
sational mystery by the fact that
Senator
Chamberlain
of Oregon,
the effect that Mr. Fall had canned
POSTOFFICE-SAFSchepps to t" West side police court,
Captain Murray, representing himself
E
the failure of peace negogations be- ENGLISH SUFFRAGETTES
on a technical charge of vagrancy,- as
It was said the president believes
SEIZE
as Richmond Charles Mackle, an
VANTLD
APACHES
tween the Mexican government and
SIR EDWARD GRAY AT DOOR
a material witness. Schepps himself
American, had taken the house two the Panama canal bill might have
General Orozco.
of nullifying the
refused to say a word about his con
OF CHURCH
PLATTEVILLE,
COLO., EXCITED months ago and In it installed his
IN THE NEW STATE ference with Mr. Whitman.
Senator Fall denied he ever had
treaty if not in harmony iwittt
wife, her sister and the latter'B chilOVER A DARING BIT OF
Of the authorities
Mr. Whitman
any connection with Orozco regarding Embleton, Northumberland, Aug. ID.
dren. Of the household the only sur- it. In construing the Chinese excluBURGLARY.
alone knows what part Schepps play
the peace negotiations. Existing eon- - A party 'of enterprising suffragettes
vivor
is Mrs. Murray, who was found sion law several years ago the su
SENATORS FALL AND CATRON
ditions In Mexico could not last much waylaid and held up Sir Edward Grey,
ed in the Rosenthal affair. To all
Platteville, Colo., Aug. 19 The safe wandering t1n the viqinity suffering preme court held that the law; superIN BARRING
seded the treaty with China. Thosev
Assistant
longer he said. Senator Culberson of the British secretary of state for forothers,
District
including
in
vthe Platteville
postoffice was from a severe wound and unable or
THEM.
Texas had read a telegram from See- - eign affairs, when he was leaving
Attorney Rubin, who accompanied blown today by four men, who es unwilling to explain the circumstan who talked with Mr. Taft today about
the bill, were convinced: be would
him from Hot Springs, Schepps turn
rtary Knox dated July 30, saying con-- ; church yesterday and engaged him
caped with $400 worth of stamps, af- ces of the tragedy. In a silver vase
Aug. 19. The pro- ed a
Washington,
it. They said, however, that the
ditions in Mexico were becoming bet-- : in a warm argument on the question
ear.
deaf
sign
ter engaging In a pistol duel with Dr. found in the vestibule of the house
of the 257 Apache Inof woman suffrage.
Sir Edward at posed release
ter.
would prefer to have conwould burst out when
he
president
fire
when
had
bay,"
the
tieen
extinguished
local
F.
a
Dawson,
physician. Four
dian prisoners of war at Fort Sill,
urged to tell of his underworld asso suspects driving a dilapidated auto was found British coin of the value gress pass a resolution
"I have Information before me, at first said: "I refuse to discuss the
flor
Oklahoma, held
participation
the present time," replied Mr. Fall, question with you here," but the wo- with Chief Geronimo in the massa- ciates, "do you think I'm going to mobile were arrested near Patte- - of $160, indicating that poverty was the good faith of the United States
sen--,- ) men
declared
that
the
the
of
view
opportunity
squeal on a pal?" .
not the cause of the tragedy and it is in its treaty obligations.
holding up to the
ville a half hour after the robbery.
cres of twenty-siyears ago, brought When asked if he had
a'tora a mass of papers and tele- for discussion had been denied elsehe'
all
believed
told
The president discuss'ed the Panthat Captain Murray was
on a fight in the senate today, which
un-where.
knew concerning the Rosenthal case
Beside his body when it was ama bill with the cabinet in th
insane.
grams, "that the statements are
Sir Edward refused to receive a defeated the conference report on the to the district attorney, Schepps grin
founded.
My source of Information
NEW SHIP EIAY NOT BE found were a pistol and a' can of pe White House today. Further confer
Indian appropriation Mill. The bill ned
destate
delegation of the women, whereupon
and
"We didn't discuss
la superior to those of the
troleum.
replied:
ences will b held before the regular
"How dare carried an appropriation of $200,000 anything like that . We
a letter In caomet session tomorrow morning.
left
had
Murray
a
Captain
partment, but I cannot disclose the one of them demanded:
juet
to
transport the prisoners to the nice chat." ' It is
NAOED "NEW IIEXICO" which he said:
you betray tie Women's cause by al
names of the (parties."
known, however,
MescaleTo, N. M.P Indian '.agency and
be
the
bill
drafted
to
reform
lowing
that
sever
I am , hopelessly ruined and have
Schepps substantially corroborSenator Fall declared that in
provide them with land.
to include men. only?".
ate
"Bald Jack" Rose'i story.
UNDER THE LAW,
HOWEVER. for this reason killed all those de
FAVORS .SINGLE'' TERM ;
al mining camps in Mexico owned by
. Senators
New
Fall
of
Catron
and
. Sir Edward
The receipt of news that Sam
replied that he had p'it
THAT IS THE COGNOMEN
pendent upon me. I should .ike all
Americans and where there were hun19. A
Washington,
Aug.
Mexico
of
Smith
and
Arizona
singleopposed
an amendment to the bill givthe
Schepps,
witness
of us to be iburied In one grave. God term of six years for presidents and
THAT SHOULD BE USED.
dreds of American citizens the miners down,
the
Fall
Senator
declared
project.
women
also
in
the
the
ing
Rosenthal
suffrage.
murder case, would
vice presidents was advocated
forgive me."
had banded together, armed themtoday
"You know that amendment was. of many descendants of families massa- be here this morning and that while
19. Conferees
Senator Cummins when the Works
selves and served notice on the Mexby
Aug.
Washington,
near
Geronimo
Uvea
cred
the
by
no
woman
shouted.
a
on
use,
the train he was given an exami- on the naval appropriation bill
IS NOT THE MAN.
resolution for a constitutional amehd-tio- n
icans that they would protect themagreed
The New Mexican senators
know nothing agency.
Sir Edwarcb-j'.'Yqnation by District Attorney WhitDenver, Aug. 19. Unable to prove
to provide for one battleship
selves.
today
following the ratification by three
Inabout parliamentary" procedure or you predicted outbreaks between the
man, who joined Schepps and his at a cost of not
greater than $15,- - that the body of the man found in a brought up for consideration.
"The Mexican government cannot would not
dians and white settlers if the suraay.that."
guard at. Albany, served to incite the 000,000. An appropriation of $2,530,- - rooming house on Larimer street
give American citizens in Mexico
After further argument Sir Edward vivors of the band were allowed to hope that missing links in the story 000 is to be available for
towns
In
the begin Saturday night was that of the mur
many
adequate protection.
succeeded in' reaching his motor car, become free settlers In New Mexico. which "Bald Jack" Rose told impliof the work. No agreement was derer of Signe Carlzen on Friday,
ning
In Arizona along the border citizens in which
he dashed from the scene.
Police Lieutenant Becker in reported as to size, dimensions or ar August 9,' the police today reluctant- REVOLUTION SPREADING
cating
have bought arms and have made up
the murder of Herman
Rosenthal mament. The naval- - bill in other re ly resumed their search for further
and
that
persecution
their minds
INJURED WOMAN BEGS would be supplied.
must
spects was adopted as approved by clues to the identity of the murderer.
"BUTTER TWO BITS
killing of American citizens
FAST IN NICAHAiUA
Kose nas saia repeatedly that if the previous conference and now Is Whether the unknown man who died
said.Fall
cease," Senator
Elgin, 111.,. Aug. 19. The quotation
would
him
was
tell
the
in
Schepps
house
street
truth
his
Larimer
THAT SHE BE SHOT
the
acceptable to house and senate.
He said he had information that at committee of the Elgin Butter board
(Rose's) story would be corroborat
The naval bill as agreed to also self murdered or died of
arm- this afternoon declared butter firm
HEALTH CONDITIONS
ARE
BiBbee, Ariz., 200 Americans had
ed. .Information came from the pubis a mooted ques
provides for eight submarines, the or gas asphyxiation
REBELS
ed themselves and were ready to at 25 cents.
SEEM
TO
;
WIFE OF CALIFORNIA
MILLION lic prosecutor's office today that cre- iginal number, six torpedo beats, two tion.- The coroner declares asphyxt ; '
v
,
HAVE, MONEY. cross into Mexico to protect AmeriI;
ated
unusual
interest
ot
death.
at
head?
AIRE
FATALLY HURT BY
police
colliers and one machine ship. It ation was the primary cause
cans. Senator Fall declared that as
AUTOMOBILE
quarters. It was learned that for sev- was agreed that the new battleship
Washington,. Aug. 19. The revolu- - '
President Madero had recognized the
eral .months prior to the shooting of should not be a
intion is spreading In Nicaragua! Health,
A RECLUSE MURDERED.
belligerency of the Insurgents by
Petaluma, Calif., .Aug .19. Mrs. E Rosenthal officers of the district at- but a ressel of standard - size. The
conditions about Managua, the capi- forming the world that peace negotiaColo., Aug. 19.
Brighton,1
W, Mason, wife of, the secretary' of torney have been quietly investigatquestion of armament was left to the
SHOOTS THE PROSECUTOR
tal, are distressing, according to
tions had failed, he thought the UniWith his head beaten to a pulp
the Coalinga' Oil oompuny, lay in the ing graft in the police department. naval constructors and the secetary
Instate department reports today from
New York, Aug. 19. Albert
ted States should recognize the
the body of John Zabransky,
road beside their overturned automo- The big grafters, it is said, have been of the navy.
C. Fach,
American Minister WeiUel. No efdistrict attorney of
surgents,
65 years old, known as a her- bile this morning fatally Injured and constantly shadowed for four months
A movement to name the new batRichmond county (Staten Isfort has been made to dispose of the
a
such
mit watchmaker, was tound
Senator Culberson opposed
begged her husband to end her agony and the Rosenthal Bhooting simply tleship "Constitution'' has been startwas
shot
his
priin
bodies of those killed in the bombarddown
the
that
land)
believe
not
do
"I
course.
early today in his cabin on
by shooting her. Ten "minutes later hurried matters.
ed. Today is the septennial of the
ment of the city. The minister
vate office at Stapleton today
Main street. He 'had been
situation in Mexico justifies intervenreports
From members of the district atdeath relieved her. The Masons were
"old Constitution
between
the
r
Edbattle,
M.
1,000 bodies in the fields. Chlnan-deg-a
Mrs.
Elizabetn
said
by
States,"
murdered with a ring guage
tion by the United
emroute to Petaluma when Mason lost torney's staff it was learned that a and the Guerriere. Under the law
has been attacked by the rebels
munds, and probably fatally
some time between
Culberson. "It would be an act
Saturday
control of, his car, wMch veered into well known civilian and two, and pos- the secretary of the navy would be
and an attack upon Corinto, the
wounded.
;he woman had a
prinof war."
evening and early this morn- ditch
the
and overturned. Mr. and Mrs. sibly four,
police
inspectors are obliged to christen the new ship Arifancied grievance to that her
cipal seaport on the Pacific, is feared
ing. Robbery is believed to
The appropriation of $20,000 for subMason were both pinned under it. Ma- caught in the toils. The district at- zona or New Mxico, but the senate
husband, Dr. John Marion EdTelegraphic communication between-Managuhave been the motive for the
sistence of American refugees was
son could reach his horn and honked, torney has obtained Information that and house conferees will he urged to
munds, whom she had sued for
and Corinto is interrupted..
and
crime.
was
supZabransky
a "collector" for one man high Jn po- amend the bill with a provision that
approved by the senate today
honked, honked for help.
abandonment with Mr. Fach
Mena, the rebel leader, has receivto
have
approval.
valuable
for
many
posed
to
the
When they were released by farm- lice circles had accumulated no less the new ship be named after "Old
president
goes
ed large quantities of supplies and'
as prosecutor, had been acdiamonds in, his possession as
ers who heard the, call of the horn than $75,000 as his commission on Ironsides."
shows indications of
quitted. When arrested Mrs.
collateral for, loans. An in- - fr the wife was suffering horribly: She collections in the last seven months.
having financial'
The bill as agreed upon also proEdmunds told the police she
The presence of bluejackbacking.
ROOSEVELT WON.
quest will be held tomorrow.
The investigation into police graft vides for a
begged her husband to shoot her and
wireless
ets from the gunboat Annapolis, re--,
had been arguing with, Fach
The murdered man had no
Kan., Aug. 19. Official
Topeka,
when he would not, clutched at his started when
Lieutenant Becker, system by which the navy departand
he
had
her.
that
enforced
struck
by marines from Panama,,
known relatives here.
count Of Kansas primary today giveB
revolver.
Ho withdrew it from her through Rose, it is reported, attempt- ment could keep in touch with its
has restored confidence
Fach has a wife and children.
:' .'
among the
Roosevelt electors from 33,000 to
reach and in a few minutes she died. ed to get $150 from a private poker ships in virtually every part of the
foreigners in the city, the minister
over Taft.
Mason will live.
club. His demand was turned down globe.
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TEACHERS

i

WHAT MUST BE DONE IN ORDER
TO SECURE A CERTI.
'
FICATE
,

At the San Miguel county normal-Instituttwo weeks have passed
.and all have taken great interest for
the betterment of) educational progress. 'The aim Is to develop and 'cultivate all the powers of man along the
physical, intellectual and moral aides
of education.'
"In the education, of

its MA TE

Gill

FOE SCHOOL

'

'.

BUILDING

GETS BETTER

EQUITABLE

P0SI1N

SITE

mJnL&LimCP:
Of Spring and Summer Merchandise

LAST OPPORTUNITY

'

'

,

,

"

succeed.

'
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Fur-man-
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Requirements of Teachers for County
Certificates
.Candidates for third grade certificates shall be examined in the folReading, penman- lowing branches:
etifn

irthnpm nhv. pwwrrflTvtiv.
grammar and composition, physioloThird grade cer
gy and arithmetic
IiTtip-UrI-

tificates are 'recognized for one year
in any county in the state. Third
grade applicants, in order to secure
a certmcate, must mane an average
of at least 60 with no grade less than
co.

Candidates for second grade certifl;
cates shall ba examined in the folReading, penman
lowing branches:
ship, orthography, English grammar
and composition, geography, arithme
tic, physiology, United States history,
and an elementary course in teaching
and school management An appli
cant to be entitled tol a second grade
certificate, must obtain a general av
erage as high as 75 per cent with no
grade in any branch lower than 50
per, cent Second grade certificates
are" reooghlzetrior" two years in any
county in the state. Standings of 90
per cent or more in subjects on an
unexpired second grade certificate
may be accepted in granting a first
grade certificate.
The law fixes a maximum salary
for holders pf permits and third
grade certificates at $50; for holders
of second grade, $.75. There Is no
limit of salary for holders of first
grade county certificates.
Candidates for a first grade shall
be examined in reading, orthography,
English grammar and composition,
penmanship, geography, United States
history, physiology, civil government,
arithmetic, the elements of pedagogy,
comprising acknowledge of school
management, and theory and practice
of teaching, elementary applied psy
chology, and one of. the following
branches: ' Elementary algebra, ele
mentary botany, elementary zoology,
elementary 'physics,' or elementary
bookkeeping." To entitle the applicant
to said, first grade certificate he must
receive a general average as high as
90 per cent, with no grade in any one
branch lower than 75 per cent These
certificates are recognized for three
years throughout, the state, and at the
discretion of the county superintendent and, upon approval by the state
superintendent of public Instruction
may be renewed once, If presented be
fore the date of expiration. ,
Examinations for certificates will
occur "on August 30 and 31. New
names on the register at the normal
Institute are as follows: Miss Jennie
Jardee, Levy, N. M.; Miss Shirley
B. Beck, Trinidad, Colo.; Mrs. Veda
.

.

""

Gower, Onava, N.
M.;
Mcintosh, N
Sanchez, N. M. ;
Mills, N. M.
Contributed by

J. C. Nave,
Placido
Beltran,
Fred Campbell,
M.;

Harry Philips.

CALIFORNIA CENTENARIAN.
Stockton,
Cal., Aug. 19. Thomas
White, who resides with his daugh
ter, Mrs. George Lissenden, in this
city, reached his 100th birthday anniversary today. He celebrated the oc
casion by giving a birthday party at
Oak park for his many relatives and
friends. Mr. White was born in Edin
on the same, day
burgh, Scotland,
that the Const'ution won her notable
victory over the, Guerrleire "in the
second war between the United

States and Great Britain.
lived in California
war.

He has
since the civil
,.

',

'

F

,

I

RATES

AT HARVEY'S
For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' office 614 Lincoln avenue.
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'LAS VEGAS

Lxs Vegas Savings Bank
$30,000.00

'

SPECIAL

WjOMENS

x

the masses
lies the hope of the nation."
,
Progress demands that you attend
the county institute. Its. purpose 'is
to prepare teachers for a more thor
"r
ough, and systematic work.
Not all teachers can afford to attend a normal school, but no teacher
can afford toi miss the county insti
'
tute.
"Then men who try to do something and fail; are Infinitely better
than those who try to do nothing and

..

.

in all the shops of the Santa Fe were
and placed on a more satreorganized
IG
MAN
Qi 1
isfactory basis. Standards- for all
tools were developed, and the manufacture of these tools was concentratTO
ed at one point for the purpose of securing higher efficiency and economy.
He developed the efficiency system
wage payment and extended the system! to include many more branches
What is left from our Summer Stock MUST
than those originally Intended.
be sold to make room for the New Goods
He also Introduced many Improve- MONSTER STRUCTURE WILL BE
RESULT8
OF RECENT COUNTY H W. JACOBS BECOMES PRESIDENT CF BIG MECHANICAL'
' EXAMINATIONS ARE
BUILT ON BROADWAY IN
ments of far reaching value in the
now arriving. This will be your
COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY.
BY WHITE.
standardizing of loocmotlve parts and
In the standardizing of ishop methods,
New York, Aug. 19. The site of
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 19. It la an and developed an efficient system of
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 19. As a
W.
H.
locomotive
the
nounced
and
in
that
mechanical
performexaminations
Equitable Life Assurance society
today
Topeka
of
teachers'
the
result
'
building at 129 Broadway, cleared by
held in a number of counties August Jacobs, formerly assistant superin ance records.
to secure good reliable merchandise at a figure less than
'
While these achievements are in fire January 9 last, has been sold
2 and 3, the state superintendent of tendent of motive power of the Santa
the
the cost of production.
themselves a remarkable record for a to a group of millionaires headed by
public instruction announces that the Fe at this point, has accepted
following perspns are entitled to cer- position of president of the Oxweld man not yet 38 years of age, he has General T. Coleman du Pont of WilRailroad Service company, Chicago, attained honors in other fields.
mington, Del., who will erect on the
tificates 'on the grades made:
'
:
and a director of mechanical matters
While devoting hia time and atten great area an office building thirty-siTorrance County.
United tates tion assiduously to his chosen vocastories high and constituting
certificates Belle of the Jacobs-SchupeFirst
grade
Qulnn, Estancia; Ira L. Ludwlg, Es Firebox company. Mr. Jacobs, resign- tion, hia views concerning the organ through Its floor space the largest ofGoats, Suits, Silk and Wool Dresses, Lingerie Dresses, Silk
ed as motive power head In Topeka ization and operation of railway shops fice building in the world. It is to
tancia,
embodied in articles which appeared be known as the Equitable.
Waists, Lingerie Waists, Millinery and Parasols
Second grade certificates Myrne early in the summer,.
The Santa Fe Railway Employes frimi time to timo in various mechan
L. Burt, 711 South Edith,. Albuquer
Anouncement of this was made yesque; Anna C. Hensel, Y. W. C. A. Magazine of recent date devotes three ical and technical journals, earned for terday afternoon by E. E. Ritten- 1). S. King, pages to the work, of Mir. Jacobs. The him a well merited reputation as an house, conservation commissioner of
building, Albuquerque;
'
author. These papers, rafflting a the Equitable. He issued a statement
419 Pacific article in part reads:
M.
Mrs.
Neet,
Mcintosh;
"Henry W. Jacobs was born in At- fund of valuable Information gleaned about it containing the Information
avenue, Albuquerque.
One lot of Lingerie Waists worth $1.25 $2.50 for
65c
Third grade certificates Mrs. Eva chison, Kan., September 28, 1874, his from observation and practical experi that the new owners will take posses
Ger- ence In mechanical matters, were pub
One
,
of
lot
from
50c
value
29c '
Striped Gingham Petticoats,
Vernon
sion of the property December 16
parents having emigrated
Corbett, Mountainalr;
book
"Better
as
form
in
later
lished
sixties.
in
the
Nina
next
Furman,
early
many
One lot of Striped Gingham Petticoats, 65c value
. . . . . 39c
Mountainair;
and that the new structure is to
He received his early education in ment Briefs" by John Wiley and Sons be ready for occupancy "not later
Mountainalr; Lillian D. Newell, McOne
of
lot
75c
value
.45c
Petticoats,
Gingham
Striped
the German schools of the district have served to place his name among than May 1, 1914."
intosh.
on
One
mechanical
of
writers
an
lot
Children's Rompers in pink or blue checked
ap the foremost
and at the age of 13 hegan
Mr. Rittenhouse said he had tried
Curry County.
First grade certificate C C prenticeship as a machinist with the subjects.
Gingham, sizes 2, 4 and 6 years, 25c value-......- .
in vain to learn the price paid for
After
Not content with these attainments, the site and what the cost of conFord, St Vrain; Laura Turrentine, Seaton foundry to Atchison.
One lot of Children's Rompers in pink or blue Chambray
Nelle completing his apprenticeship he Mr. Jacobs' prolific imagination and struction will be.
Clovls; Neva Odom, Clovis;
look
a
long
Taking
.39c
Gingham, sizes 2, 4 and 6 years, 50c value
him
to
led
worked for some time In the same persistent Investigation
Adams, Clovis; Sibyl Hall, Clovis.
at his little red book, he typewrites:
me
conof
number
a
he
improved
which
time
uroduce
Second
certificates Delia foundry, during
grade
"No definite figures can be given,
most nolable
Bolding, Cameron;
Mary Ihinlap, tinued to educate himself by attend chanical devices, the
but
It is known that the Equitable has
fireClovis; Addle Grigsby, Clovis; Barcie ing night schools and studying tech bedng a seotional, nonexplosive
been asking $14,000,000 for the prop
inLas Veas'Loadin Store
Haskins, Texico; C. W. Loftis, Grady; nical books with the aid of tutors who box, a gasoline track repr and
erty."
spection car and a locomotive superPlummer Mustek, Texico; Lizzie Wat- became interested in him.
Facing such an apparently ingenuas7 a
son, Hollene; Anna Wesemann, TexiMr. Jacobs displayed an aptitude heater. He also has been foremost ous statement it is hardly fair to obe
1
co; Oscar Willman, Clovis; T. E. for mechanical matters at an early in the development of the oXyacety-lenserve that rumor fixes the actual figwelding.
of
method
autogenous
and
Willmon, Clovis.
age, and, being of an ambitious
not
ure
at
much over $12,000,000.
Established 1162
South SideBaja
Third grade certificates J. K. energetic temperament h6 realized At present he holds some 28 patents
To Be 500 Feet High.
,
Baker, Texico; Bessie B. Barrett, that he could not secure the extensive granted him by the United States and
The building will be about 500
Clovis; John Gibson, Clovis; Beulah education he desired while remain foreign governments.
feet
high and will cover the solid
to
the
is
seen
It
up
that
it
Thus la
Goad, Hollene; Ada Lively, Texico; ing in one place, so, at the age of 18.
block
bounded by Broadway, Pine, and on the top floor one will find1 club
OFFICER KILLS MAN.
Mrs. W. 1. Sims, Grady ; Nettie Shu- he secured a position, as machinist in man himself today Just as in former
Nassau
and Cedar streets. Architec quarters, a law library and board
or
success
a
himself
of
N. M.,' Aug. 19. In a
mate, Clovis; Bonnye Spearman, Tex- the United States! gunshop in Wash times to make
Springer,
and the young man of to- turally It will resemble closely the rooms for the use of tenants.
2 o'clock Saturday mornat
here
ico; Jewelle Temple, Texico.
fight
ington, D. C, and later he passed suc a derelict
Hudson terminal buildings, so it is
Mr. Rittenhouse dwells upon the
has the edge on his father and
on Main street, between City
Tac-- County.cessfully an examination permitting day
difficult to compare It with other proposed superior accommodations. ing
in
this
regard.
his
Emma
Mrs.
B. Caldwell and Jose
grandfather
First grade certificate
Marshal
and
him to enter the engineering departgreat structures featuring ornament Each office will be light and airy, Manuel
W. Probert.
Gonzales,
ment of the navy.
brothers, Jose Gonal
towers.
The
tallest
in
the
building
and the peculiar construction of the zales, was shot and almost
MIDDLE WEST TENNIS MEET
Second grade certificate Thomas
instantly
This permited him to secure an ex
the Woolworth is 55 stories building will permit (he installation
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 19. The Middle city
P. Martinez, Ranchos de Taos; Ame- tensive education In the design, conkilled by the officer.
750
feet
tall.
The Metropilitan of so many elevator? that on 'lull
high,
lia Martinez, Velarde; R. F. Oakley, struction and performance of marine West tennis tournament opened on tower is
The Gonzales boys were creating
50stories and 700 feet 3 inch days tenant1 will aimo-Mclub
Held
Omaha
be abla to
of
the
courts
the
PabCristobal
Taos;
Quintana, Taos;
a
disturbance, and are said to have
es
engines, and for several years he was
The Singer building rises boast of havinf their
private cars.
lo Qulntana, Taos; Titteo Romero,
today, with the greatest attendance 41 high.
been drunk. Marshal Caldwell atengaged in the testing of marine ma- 'of
1
612
or
stories
Inch.
feet
not
But
The1 giounl floor will feature the
tennis players and enthusiasts ever
Taos; Sarah B. Ewanson,' Santa Fe; chinery. "Leaving 'marine work, he
tempted to quiet them and when they
one of these , structures affords so most tm tosi'.t;
part of ne bu.:
Jacob Bernal, Taos; Edith Sage, entered the service of the Sprague gathered together' at one .pf these much room
to obey the officer, an
;
as
the
Equitable.
an arcade-- the ceiling c" which wli! refused
Questa; Amelia A. Chavez, Alblquiu; Electric company, and he later was tournaments. This is the tenth year
President
William A- Day of the be two stories from' the floif. It vlii threatened him, he attempted to arsince
event
find,
Felix Garcia, Costilla; Paul Gallegos, with Crocker and Wheeler, also elec- of thla cimpionsfolp
rest them.
dules of Equitable has been trying ever since be divided by two thoroughfares- -- one
Ojo Callente; Maria Gonzales, Taos; trical manufacturers, which service its establishment urfder the
A fight "immediately followed, in
a
few weeks after the fire to find a from
association.
to
Nassau
Lawn
tennis
street
and
Broadway
Maggie Gusdorf, Taos; Mrs. C. E. gave him a valuable education with the National
of the property. The com the other from Pine street to Cedar. which the two boys proved too much;
purchaser
dou
and
in
singles
championship
the
Hulbert, Taos; Charles R. Horner, electrical machinery.
Jose Gonzales, it is
thor- for the officer.
bles has been held in Iowa, Nebraska, pany wanted a great building. The Beneath the Broadway-Nas3aPenasco; Juan Lopez, Santa Cruz;
insurance law prohibits an Insurance oughfare will be a thoroughfare lead- alleged, struck Marshal
Caldwell
He next secured employment as tool Illinois and Kansas.
The
present
Mrs. Eleanor Tinker, Taos.
over
from
R. Hoe and Company
a
buildwith
the
a
head
beer
with
company
bottle,
from
designer
constructing
Walter
Is
the Broadway subwar level
ing
holder of the champfonship
Third grade certificates Perfecta
New York, manufacturers of print- T. Haves of Chicago, and. Mr. Hayes. ing larger than its own business ne to Wall street.
felling him to the sidewalk. While on
of
Martinez, Llano; Jacob Martinez,
his back, with Jose Gonzales on top
ing presses and general newspaper with Paul Gardner, are the present cessitates, so it was made known that
Penasco; Fidelia Martinez, Questa;
of him, the officer dTew his revolver
the
would
fin
to
be
don
in
Equitable
machinery.
willing
the
of
holders
championship
Jacob Mondragon, Ranchos de Taos;
ance a building project, to a very Mr. W. S. Qansalus, a farmer living and shot his assailant. The bullat
Having thus secured mechanical ex- bias.
near Fleming, Pa., says he has used
Eliseo Ortega, Trampas; J. F. Quinof an unusually wide range,
large extent. Rapidly numerous of Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Di- pierced Gonzales in the region of tha
tana, Taos; Rufinlta Rivera, Cos- perience
fers for the site were made, but the arrhoea Remedy in his family for four- heart, death being almost instanwhich fitted him for a position in &
Hay fever and asthma make August
tilla; Juan B. Romreo, Jr., Ranchos
he became in a month of intense suffering to many figures were too low to excite interest teen years, and that he has found it to taneous.
capacity,
supervising
de Taos; Juanita Clouthier, Taos;
be an excellent remedy, and takes
A coroner's inquest was held at 9
1899 general manager of the Vulcan people. Foley's Honey and Tar Com- at No. 165 Broadway, where the com
Cordie E. Cox, Taos; ,Alice Cage,
pleasure in recommending it For o'clock this
and
ease
relief,
prompt
gives
pound
now
New
two
offices
of
has
leased
York,
for
pany
company
morning and the eviale by all dealers.
and healing to the inand is
Questa; Gretchen Dixon, El Rito; Engineering
to show that Marshal
At
tended
General
in general repair work and flamed soothing
du
Pont
Mere-thedence
years.
length
engaged
M.
Win.
membranes.
Romulo Dominguez, Chamisal; David
the building of stationary and marine
Me., says: "A few saw possibilities in the enterprise and COLORADO BANKERS IN SESSION Caldwell shot in
N.
Searsport,
Santiste-van- ,
Cora
Black
Lucero,
Lake;
Com- Joined with Frank H.
Andrews, the
machinery. This .position he was forc- doses of Foley's Honey and Tar
Manuel Gonzales, the other brothPueblo, Colo., Aug. 19. Several
Taos; Alfredo Trujillo, Taos; ed to
me of a severe attack architect of the Hotel McAlpin, and
relieved
pound
wife's
on
account
of
his,
er
up
men
conlcerned in the affray, escaped
give
hundred
who
stand
in
the
causCaledonio
high
C.
bottle
a
Anita Trujillo, Taos;
than
L. J. Horowitz,
New York for of asthma and less
president of the world of banking and finance assem- unhurt.
Vlctoriano
ed a complete cure." Refuse substitM. ill health, and he left
Trujillo, Costilla;
compan
the purpose of finding a better cli- utes. O. G. Schaefar and Red Cross Thompson-Starret- t
pt this bled in Pueblo today for the annual
The dead man was about twenty-fiv- e
Vigil, Trampas; Alfonzo Vigil, Talpa;
mate.
city, building constructors.
Store.
Drug
convention of the Colorado Bankers'
years old and unmarried.
L. A. Van Tine, Vlrsylvia.
This change led him into railroad
The Equitable will take space In association. F. H. Briggs, of Denver,
The
shooting caused intense exGuadaulupe County.
CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS BEGINS the building, the Cafe Savarin will be is
1900 he entered the ser'
of
the
A
association.
president
citement,
certificate Myrne work, and in
though the general feeling
First
grade
Newport R. I.. Aug. 19. Today this reincarnated in greater glory and two days' program of papers, ad- Jjs that Marshal Caldwell
vice of the Burlington railroad as a
was Justis
Hank, East Vaughn.
watering-placemachinist In this work his natural queen of American
' Second
size, an underground restaurant and dresses and discussions has been pre fied under the circumstances in usgrade certificates Mrs. .
faitnrui
the
all
mecca
for
became
the
educaas well as his thorough
clubroom will be placed invitingly, pared for the gathering.
ing his gun to save his own life.
Alex Ballantyne, Ft. Sumner; W. H. talent,
tion in mechanical matters, made It- who stand high in the ranks! of the
Mrs.
La
Fannie
Lande;
Highsmith,
self evident and enabled him to ad- tennis world. From every section in
Htehsmith, La Lande; Luke- Jackson, vance
mmmm
the east and a scattering from the
,
rapidly.
La Lande; Nannie O'Connor, Yeso;
west and south, the expert wlelders of
filled
He
the
position
successively
Lillian O'Connor, Yeso; Jose Z. Sanof toolroom foreman at the Burling- the racquet have flocked into Newport
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
Stark,
Myrtle
chez, Santa Rosa;
tournament
ton shops in MoCook, Neb., Sheridan, for the annual
Alice Stark and J. M. Stark, Schroe-der- ;
9100,000.00
$50,000.00
and Hannibal, Mo., during which in singles, which, with the American
Nellie C. Smith, Santa Rosa; Wyo.,
made a study of railroad shop doubles championship and the nation
time
he
Ozeala Tillman, Santa Rosa.
al interscholastic series, will provide
methods and practices. :
,.':CK""
Third grade certificates Hilaria
Mi!fJR
1903 he became shop demonstra- tho center of interest" for patrons oi
In
Francisco
Anto
Chico;
the
of
Aragon,
better
the
part
the
Union
sport during
tor for the
Pacific at Omaha,
Bustamenta, Delia; Louis G. Duran, and a! few months later he was ap- naxt two weeks.
J. M. Cunningham, President
N
V V
XfD- - T Hosklns, Cashier.
Grizzle,
Schroeder;
Hannah
Delia;
Frank Springer,
demonstrator
general
shop
pointed
GonEula Grizzle, Schroeder; S. C.
CANADA'S OLDEST MAN
for the same road, having supervision
zales, Santa Rosa; Mrs. S. C. Gon- over all
methods
and
Klngsville,
Ont, Aug. 19. Henry
shop
practices
Santa Rosa; J. G. Garcia,
zales,
In
work
a
the
this
in
repair- shops.
Washington, well known negro resi
Santa Rosa: Mrs. C. B. Garcia, Santa
and
he
was
dent of this place, celebrated Ms one
he
successful,
eminently
INTEREST PAID ON TIIi'E DEFOSITS
Rosa; Max Gallegos, Colonias; I. V. ably demonstrated the fertility of the hundred and sixteenth birthday anniGallegos, Isidor; Lillian Hill, Duran;
be
to
railway field for the introduction of versary today. He is believed
Mrs. L. Kelly, Cuervo; Luciano .Lothe oldest man in Canada. Washingimproved tools and shop methods.
Colopez, Newkirk; G. C Martinez,
1904
was
the
offered
he
In
position ton was born In slavery in Kentucky,
nias; Meryleen Mott, Santa Rosa;
on the escaping to Canada previous to the beof
methods
ot
shop
engineer
Edna
Riddle;
Middleton,
Wood
record
hia
.Fe
ir ginning of the civil war.
and
Santa
system,
O'Oonor, Yeso; Mrs. F. A. Ortiz,
Dein
was
that
such,
that,
capacity
Santa Rosa; Alibinlta Page, Puerto
11
FEDERATION
1906, he was apolnted assist- OKLAHOMA LABOR
de Luna; Adelina Romero, Colonias; cember,
19.
1
Nearly
motive
of
power.
ant
OMa,
Shawnee,
Aug.
superintendent
M. S. Sanchez, Delia; F. D. Sanchez,
200 elegates representing the princientire
was
In
he
this
given
Por-tillcapacity
Tadlock,
Santa Rosa; Georgia
Capital Stock,
supervision over shop tools and ma- pal cities and t w as of Oklahoma as
Velma Tillman, Santa Rosa.
anmial
the
chinery, shop methods and practices sembled here today, for
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
and the continuance of the differen- state convention of the Oklahoma
The "Progressive" Party
Federation
Is the individual, man or woman, who tial wage payment system inaugurat- branch of the American
Win. G. IlaydoD
will continue
i
Sessions
President
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache, ed byf Harrington Emerson. Mr. Ja of Labor.
rheumatism, weak back, and other kid- cobs' wide range of experience, his through the greater part of the week
H. W. Kelly
Vice President
ney and bladder irregularities. Foley thorough education in mechanical mat- and will be devoted to the considera
pm are heallnst. strengthen
D. T. Iloskins
U
Treasurer
with tion of numerous questions aft' lit?,
ing fnnir. and nulck to nroduce bene ters, his untiring energy, coupled
ficial results. Contain no harmful his pleasing personality, enabled him the interests of organized labor. State j
Interest PaJd orr Deposia
drugs. Never sold in bulk. Put up In to secure far greater results in this President C. C. Ziegler called the n
trar. aWna in 'Healed bottles. The gen
delive-e- d
bis
and
,
to
order
been
had
work than
ancitlpated.
gathering
y
uine In a yellow package. O. G. Schaef-r
Through his efforts the tool rooms annual address.
er and lied uross urug oiore.
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Toledo team. Krause. was a sensahave been the same. I swore of once
write the governor, "I have either
for two weeks, aud for years prior to
tion from the start. He won nine
killed a member of the Bill Doolan
that time 1 had been an inveterate
games and not a loss was charged to
gang and am entitled to the reward,
smoker.
him when Harry Davis made a deal
In that two weeks I never
or I have murdered an Innocent harmfor him to appear with Clevelaui.
slept . much, at first to my astonish-menless citizen and am amenable to the
believed that
The reason, of course, was very
The
managers
Naps'
law. 1 will give your attorney gener.
Krause had shown major league form,
simple. I had accustomed my nerves
al five days to change his decision
to a treatment, and without this treat
but it was only a flash. ..Davls tried
after which I will appeal to the pubhim in three games and Krause then
ment I did not act normally. Being
lic."
Since his
was returned to Toledo.
accustomed to receive either stimula
The reward was paid by the state
return he has sustained a few settion o suppression from tobacco or
folowed dsuit.
and the companies
OF
SEVERAL
WINNING backs,
THE
convincing' arguments that NEW YORK DOCTOR SAYS THAT the fumes of it they were in a state LIVED IN DODGE CITY COUNTRY This was the only killing Beeson was IT IS RUMORED SANTA FE WILL
HAVE GONE V Krause is destined to stay with the
TWIRLERS
AND MADE IT HOT FOR
TOBACCO HAS NO TASTE
ot vigil when deprived of it. This
concerned in but he never failed to
DISCONTINUE THIS . TRAF-FIOR SMELL
BACK THIS SEASON.
minors until his retirement.
OUTLAWS.
observation caused me to stop smokON CUT-OFget the man he went after.
Lefty George is another star who
ing for three years, Whan I began
From the time Yantes was killed
A physician of this city who- had ayaiu i was
The season of 1912 will mark the drew a pass to the minors. A deal
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 19. Many stor-le-s until the Doolan gang was extermiaway in camp a good part
It' is currently stated in Santa Fa
"to the, Brpwn3 been an inveterate smoker has dis
Some
Stovali
star
ot
are told of the nerv and fearless nated Mr. Beeson never ceased to re- circles that the fruit service from
many
George
pitchers.
passing
giving
oi wie time aloue, and 1 felt that the
ness of the late "Chalk" Beeson, ceive
have gone down and out, while oth- for "Lefty" was put through by the covered or at least he has the ev'- - sjiate of It would be good for me,
anonymous letters threatening California, known as the red ball serers have stepped down a round oi Naps. "Lefty" failed to make r.ood, idence of his senses which Inclines him
my conviction that the wnose death occurred recently at him with death, and his life and the vice, which, since the completion of
two In the ladder and have taken and he was turned oveT to the Clevti - to the belief that he has discovered
therapeutic effect "was undoubtedly Dodge City. As a sheriff of Ford Uvea of his family were In constant the Belen cut-of- f
several years ago,
berths with the minors. They may land farm. He is pitching good balithat tobacco is tasteless and scent- - dead.
county and a deputy United States danger.
has been going over that branch of
s
. come
back.
,
"I was surprised to find that the marshal he had many thrilling adventhere, and reports say that George less, and that, the pleasure of Annate
Several years ago Mr. Beeson was the road, will soon, be diverted to
A few have gone away of their own Is In his element with the Toledo ag- ing is both an optical and a physical taste of the tobacco was only a mem tures in the days when there were
severely injured when his revolver the Mountain division through Las
.
volition. No minor berths for them. gregation.
Illusion, says the New' York Times. ory to me. All kinds of tobacco were still desperadoes in western' Kansas. was
discharged as he was crawling Vegas and Raton. This will result
Jack Quinn who was a standby for Jie nas a physicians aversion, on alike, and like bo much dried leaves.
Cy Young was the man to blaze the
Oneof the acts typical of the In- under a wire fence. The bullet struck in the addition of 14 crews to the
way. Then King Cole, the cubs' sen- the Highlanders for several seasons, ethical grounds to the use cf his I got nothing whatever out of the trepid character of "Chalk" Beeson, him a blow on tho temple and he suf- present force, and Increase of the
7
sation for two seasons, trekked along, has moved to Rochester. Jack did name, and besides he is reluctant to smoke except, .possibly, the suggestion as an officer of the law is related by fered from the
of the round
injury for some time. number of employes
And then ildgar Summers, who had good work for the Yanks considering sue as his conclusions t'at which of raw tobacco,
house and shops.
just2as it might taste the Dodge City Globe. It was his purbeen a star in the Tigef s' lair for sev their position in the race, a he wtm h9 learns only from hlso'v.-- i exi'e' to chew. I can't say that 1 got any suit of the Doolaa gang which robii appears mat tne transportation
D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor liv
erres. He fpars that t'jiri may re odor of it that was
eral seasons, dropped out. They seven and lost ten games.
near as bed the Spearville bank in 1896.
anything
669 Keeling Court, Canton, I1L, of fruit over the arid belt over the
at
ing
were satisfied that their days were
Jeft Pfeffer, who has been a drift- evidence to the contrary which he grateful to my senses as it was when
The headquarters of the gang was is now well rid of a severe and annoy cut-of- f
reduces its flavor, and that
numbered and the ignominy of going er during his career.- was sent av ay may not have accumulated.
1
was a first class smoker in train- in Oklahoma and from there they ing case of kidney trouble. His back the cost of icing is" excessive. The
to the minors would be unbearable to by the Braves early in the soasor.
What he says about tobacco refers ing. I tried all binds of pipe tobacco, taade depredations on Kansas banks, pained and he was bothered with bead- - long heavy trains hauled by the Maltnem.
Jeff was unable to hold his end up to tobacco when used by a smoker, and before my appetite came back I slipping back to cover until pursuit aches and dizzy spells. "I took Foley let engines are profitable to the
Kidney Pills Just as directed and In a
The trio had been with star collec- and he went back to the Hub, play- All smokers agree that the tobacco had
experimented with all kinds of to died down. Their bold daylight rob- few days I felt much better. My life road but productive of slow delivery,
tions yes, championship teams, and ing in the Greater Boston league, or the smoke has flavor and sweet bacco that was
of the bank in his territory pro- and strength semeed to come back, which is another
objection made by
generally considered bery
they couldn't stand to be humiliated which disbanded July 4. Be is now odor if it is good. They say also that good and almost any kind of a cigar voked Beeson and against the advice and I sleep well. I am now all over the California Fruit Growers" associaFoto
recommend
and
trouble
glad
with Lowell in the New England lea- there are so many flavors and odors seemed
of friends he set out alope to bringJ my
by the "bushers."
who tor these
reasons some
good to me, but within that
O. G. tion,
,:'
them to justice. He went to Oklaho- ley Kidney Pills." Try them.
Young, the grand old man of the gue.
ag there are different kinds of tobac- tew weeks none was
time
withdrew
their
ago
was
Cross
great ship;
Red
It
any good.
Schaefer and
Drug Store.
Al Mattern, once a promising pitrh-e- r co. This physician points out that
game, drifted out in the early days
ments from the Santa Fe to the Cenjust tobacco as it grows in the fields ma under an alias and when he found
of the season. His arm didn't work
and starring for the Boston Nation- there must be some mistake, here, as without
the headquarters of the gang near
tral and Union Pacific roads."
any subtle charm.
MINNESOTA LAWYERS MEET
well and he evidently saw the end. als, drew a walk last spring. .,. He was frequently there will be a violent dishe went to Guthrie and was ap"In the early use of tobacco, when
Missing this traffic greatly the San19.
Many
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug.
He approached Manager KUng of the sent to Montreal after working :n one pute between veteran smokers as to one Is
the habit, it must pointed a deputy United States mar- leaders of the bench and bar faced ta Fe officials took the matter up
acquiring
Braves, for which team he pitched game. Mattern lost that and Mana- the grade and character of a parti- come to his recollection that the aro shal, as he was far out of his juristo
President C. A. Severance this after with the association, which is said
masterly ball in the closing days of ger Kling then decided that it would titular cigar or a given brand of to ma was different then from whatever diction as sheriff.
the terms on
an- have recently Issued
to
noon
order
called
the
he
when
s bacco.
1911, and told him that;he intended be unwise on' his part lo prolong
The man he had determined to arit has been since he Ihas developed
nual meeting) of the Minnesota State which they will grant the Santa Fe
to go home and rest and if the arm
career in. the majors. Mattera
' Why is it," he. Inquired, "that an the habit. To some
as it rest was Oliver Yantes, who was liv- Bar association and delivered his an the haulage. These terms are said to
beginners,
rounded into shape he would be back. is taking his regular "rn in tUebox Inveterate pipe smoker will break
Is with me now, tobacco was taste ing with a woman in a cabin five
at an
nual address. President Severance be: That the fruit be hauled
Cy hasn't come bacic and the conclu- for Montreal, where he seems to be cigar up and smoke it in his pipe tu less
and odorless, in the same sense miles from town. Accompanied by a was followed by Walter George Smith average rate of 25 miles an hour for
sion reached by his friends is that he at home.
preference to smoking the cigar as it of having anything like perfume, man whom he believed he could trust of
the whole distance; that trains of
Philadelphia, president of the Na
couldn't make the old whip work as
is? That kind of a smoke- - will tell while others have told me that their Beeson rode to the Yantes cabin at
more than thirty cars be hauled,
no
tional Conference of Commissioners
was its wont. Cy has gone from
you that he gets' nothing oat of tne first cigar Bmelled like heavy or bad night and the men secreted them- on Uniform State
that the haulage be over the
and
on
who
laws,
spoke
the big glare and the bugs are sorry. "INVENTION OF THE EVIL ONE" clear. The railroad t.'ack .'aborer
to them.
This satisfies: me selves in by the path Yantes must the subject of "Uniform Legislation" mountain division.
cologne
Ring Cole, the man who gained his
It has been said that backache is s. iokes a heavy, ?:icy plus tobacco that it is all an illusion,
It is believed that the road will aclargely an take in the morning to go to the bam The meeting will continue Its sesfirst experience pitching for a femi- an Invention of the evil one to try that more refined pipe moess wc:1d
I
mean
illusion.
that
there Is to care for his horses.
to all these stipulations, as It
optical
cede
tomorrow
sions
and
over
Wednesday.
team
that barnstormed the women's souls.
nine ball
fr.d gagging if thov tried it. The nothing inherent in the tobacco that
t
or- The
When
Beeson
Yantes
n means afford to turn away
can
com
appeared
workmen's
by
Judicial recall,
country, is out of the game on acNot so. Backache Is a symptom of tuck laborer drink" it in a.'ter his Is
of a pleasurable sensa- dered him to throw up his hands but
Immense
productive
business. In evidence
this
live
of
and
other
subjects
pensation
count of iiV.ess. He didn't feel wi' some serious trouble which sooner or evening meal, when he has the
spirit tion as there is in food or anything instead of complying the bandit at- public interest are scheduled for dis- of its purpose, orders have been reenough to do service for the Cubs later declares itself, either kidney to contemplate it, as if it were the
good to drink to whidh the system tempted to run. The plan had been cussion.
Seth Low, president of tbe ceived for the expenditure of 50,000
this season and is laying off at a trouble or some female derangement. breath of heaven. No doubt it has all
responds. I take it that the for the deputy to shoot the desperado National Civic Federation and former in increasing the yardage at Trininaturally
resort In Michigan. Cole fairly rush
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- the frgrance to him that a
response comes from an inflamed con- if he offered resistance while Beeson mayor ot New York City, will deliver dad by the addition of twelve
A Michigan
ed into fast company.
pound 'may be relied upon to go to cigar has to the smoker who smokes dition of the membranes and an ab Watched the house for fear other
the annual address before the asso- sidetracks. This .work has already
manager saw him working in one of the root of the trouble and quickly
cigars.,
normal susceptibility of the nervous members of the gang might be there. ciation tomorrow afternoon.
beeD commenced.
,
the (barnstormjjng trips with the relieve this most distressing symp"I've had my friends, physicians, organization to the influence ot an ir The mist had dampened the caps of
a
in
him
tom.
girls and offered
position
tell me that my reasoning was falla ritant."
the deputy's gun and when he failed
Dr.
H. Ellsworth . Dentist, 18
Bay City.
Nearly forty years of unparalleled cious, at least on one point because
to fire Beeson believed he had "been Baldwin
DEMAND FOR PURE FABRICS.
1909:
He
Rochester, N. Y, says Fofall
of
This was in the
St,
success proves its value in conquer- they say even persons who did not
A vast amount of 111 health is due
He fired at Yantes just as ley's Kidney Pills gave him Immediate
Detroit. Mich.. Aue. 19. The reso
betrayed.
pitched remarkable ball after joining ing female ills.
smoke, who never smoked and who to impaired digestion. When the stom the woman ran from the nouse with relief and strengthened him wonder lution demanding a pure fabrics law,
the team and then the Chicago Nadisliked smoke, could smell smoke, ach fails to perform its functions pro the bandit's revolvers. Yantes was fully.
"I have been bothered with which was passed by the recent naas
fliime- system becomes de
tionals
trouble and
weak
and by smelling it could tell the dif perly theA whole,
kidneys
wounded
and
died
before the suffered muchand bladder
few doses of Chamberlain's fatally
tional convention of dyers and cleansranged.
pain. Foley Kidney
diately signed and the next 'season OLD IRONSIDES" ANNIVERSARY ference between a' good cigar and a Tablets is all you need. They will officers could take him to
Ingalls.
me immediate relief and ers in St. Louis, will receive a strong
Pills
gave
was the sensation of the league. Cole
Boston, Aug. 19. Men, women and bad cigar. This I very much doubt. strengthen your digestion, invigorate
I am indorsement from the annual convenRewards had been offered by the strengthened me wonderfully.
pitched magnicifent ball and helped children, including scores of summer In fact, I have demonstrated to my your liver, and regulate your bowels,
O. tion of the
use."
to
recommend
their
pleased
Laundrymen's National
the Cubs win the championship in tourists from the south and west, vis own satisfaction that it is not bo in entirely doing away with that miser state, the banks, the railroads and G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
association here this week, The arable
to
due
the
Insurance
for
digestion,
feeling
faulty
companies,
any
1910.
Cole did well last season, but ited the Charlestown
navy yard to- the sense contemplated by those who Try it. Many others have been per member of the Doolan gang, dead or
gument Is used that the laundryman
be drifted away from the team this day to gaze reverently at the old dispute me.
manently cured why. not you? Fol alive. But Ives, the
or the cleanser Aa blamed for deterIN
THE
HUB.
NEW
HOTEL
populist attorney
season.
"NonBmokers may smell smoke, and sale by all dealers.
frigate Constitution on the occasion
19. The 'new ioration of goods when' in fact the
of
' two
state
refused
the
Boston,
Mass.,
Aug.
general
Kansas,
Summers baa pitched
gams of the one hundredth anniversary of they may distinguish tobacco smoke
hotel, conspicuously lo- quick wearing out of the
this season, winning one and losing her famous victory over the Guerriere. from other kinds of smoke, since scar READY TO NOTIFY MARSHALL. reward to Beeson because he claimed Copley-Plazthe
identification
in
cated
of
the
dead
bandit
Square, opposite the pure silks or linens Is due to inferior
Copley
19.
Gover
Ind.,
A
Aug.
few days ago he threw The famous
Indianapolis,
the other.
ship, long known to his cely any smoke is odorless, but I am
was insufficient. The Identification Boston public library, was formally material.
The laundrymen will join
up the sponge after assisting Detroit tory as "Old Ironsides," was decor- quite sure that what they smell is nor Marshall will be formally noti
to congress asking that
in
the
was
is
The
means
a
under
of
the
of
hotel
Tequest
the
tomorrow
today.
opened
by
he
fied
is
picture
vice
the
that
to maintain a leading position in the ated from stem to stern in honor of not at all the same soothing fragrance
dead man identified by Cashier Baird same management as the Plaza hotel body to pass a law compelling the
on
demo
nominee
the
presidential
American league for several seasons. the anniversary.
of
as that which comes to the nostrils
cratic ticket. Alton B. Parker of of the Spearville bank and twoN other In New York City and takes rank manufacturers to stamp- their goods
Cy Morgan was chased away after
The battle between the Constitu the smoker.
among the largest and finest hotels plainly, telling whether they are of
New
season.
all
Yorkas chairman of the com- employes.
to
make
good
failing
tion and the
was one of
"You see, I may appear a little con
in
America.
Ives'
Beeson
to
pure or adulterated materials.
refusal
caused
conManaSr Mack picked out a berth in the most notable actions in the naval tradictory now that I am speaking of mittee appointed at the Baltimore
make
will
rerusea
the
notification
he
but
vention,
Kansas City for him,
history of the United States. The Con- the smell of tobacco, whereas I am
address. Governor Marshall will acto report. Cy has gone into the show
stitution, in command of Captain Hull, putting forward the theory at the
business and he declares that he nev- had left Boston late in July and af same time that it hasn't any smell, cept the nomination in a speech that
er will return to the game. Some of ter cruising about several weeks fell Let us not confound the point. What will sound the keynote of the demo
cratic national campaign in the west.
his friends believe that he will be In with the Guerriere on August 19, I
say of the smell in doubting its ex The
notification exercises will take
back next season. Morgan haa made 1812. The action commenced late in
istence refers to the smell that comes
many changes during his career. He the afternoon,
After several hours with the smoke and which is the balm place at the state fair grounds, where
have been made to acwent from the Red Sox to Philadel- of terrific fighting with the vessels of Gilead to the smoker. It
pleases arrangements
phia and helped the Athletics win linked so closely thatj the battle de- his nostrils and his mouth and (his commodate an immense crowd." The
of the members of the notitwo pennants. Morgan haa had so veloped into a hand to hand conflict,
throat and gives him a sense of well- - majority
fication
committee,
such service in the minors '.hut the Captain
representing all
Dawes of the Guerriere being because it' seems sweet, frag
thoughts of returning even to a struck his colors. The surrender of rant) and wholesome. These are the the states, arrived in the city today.
Class AA team like Kansas Cltj- does- the British did not? occur, however, essential oils of the leaf that are Special trains arriving early tomor
n't appeal to him.
until after their vessel had been lit- burning up, and from them in the pro row morning will bring many delega
stars
to
Mack's
Another of Connie
erally shot to pieces and her decks cess of distillation he gets his Illus tions of democrats from points in In
:
diana, Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois and
blow up early was Harry Knmsc. Fcr covered with the dead andi dying.
ions, primarily, and I believe he gets
states.
..;
a time Krause was a sensation, but,
Great was the exclteemnt in Bos secondary illusions within himself near-bab
when the major leaguers got on to ton when the,; Constitution
arrived when his sensory nerves become.so
One of the most common complaints
his style, they made life irksome for with her prisoners a few days later. normal that they react to impressions
peoplo are afflicted
him. Black sent him to a town in The victory had come at a time when that come to them as smoke is drawn that hard working
with is lame back. Apply Chamber
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
!
Pennsylvania for a season, then re- the public mind required cheering. in or visually blown out.
lain's liniment twice a day and mas
he
recall
the
him.
had
The
After
scored a succession
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
British
called
"How true those impressions may sage the parts thoroughly at each ap
and
will
relief.
this
ball
you
until
season,
of
land
get
plication,
quick
the
Canadian
victories,
along
good
pitched
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
be or how false may be determined by For sale by all dealers.
when he again exploded. Then the! frontier and for weeks the papers had a few
most
The
statements.
simple experiments.
him over to Top- - been unable to record any success for
astute Maclc turned
DELAWARE
experienced smoker'may light a cigar
. .11 ,
.
REPUBLICANS
L .1.1
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at take.
Ih.
m
uum
nau
.(
xaeu
sv Hansel, wno
Lne( the American arms.
and carefully cap It so that he will
Dover, Del., Aug.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
not be able to see the fire, or he may leaders of Delawarae are
rounding tip
and
on
cover
it
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
light a pipe with a
here for their state convention tomorwill not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
drop the cover down so that he can- row.
In addition to niniiu three
Jtf,
not see the fire. Then let him go in- andldates for president!;.'! electors,
good secure repeat orders.
to a dark closet,! where there is not a nominations will be male for gover-no- r
The
In
her great
advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
Nature in her wisdom and beneficence haa provided,
suggestion of light, ,and within two
and oMier stats officers r.r,d a
most
of
and
for
ailments
of
ills
the
cure
a
the
forest,
is
the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
vegetable laboratory,
have perfected the compounding of these bo- minutes, I .should fay, he will not be representative In congres-f- . The rt--t
humanity. Work and study them
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, beat our disposal. We rely upon them able to say positively that either his ular organlaztlon, led by Senator Du
tanical medicines and placed
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
first because of their ability in curing disease, and next because we can use cigar or his pipe is lit, though he Pont) and Richardson, expects to conthem with the confidence that such remedies do not Injure the system. may puff continuously from the time trol the convention and defeit any
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
Among me oesi oi tnese remedies irom tne iorest is that he. enters the closet Not being move made in behalf of the propirep-elv- e
money in telling others of their goodness.
S. 8. S., a medicine made entirely of roots, herbs able to see
the smoke, he will not toe
party. Dr. Luther S. Conwell ft
and barges in such combination as to make it the
able to taste It or smell it His Im- Camden, is most prominently menIt
tm
greatest of all blood purifiers and the safest of all
tonics. It does not contain the least particle of pressions will be precisely the same tioned for the nomination of goverharmful mineral. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Ca- as If he pulled on an empty pipe or an nor. There appears tot be consider' '
tarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Malaria, Skin unlit cigar.
able opposition to the renomlnation
'
Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison and all other
will of Congressman William H. Heald, for
own
"I
think
experience
my
diseases dependent on impure blood. As a tonic
serve as an illustration, and those a third term. The opposition is basS. S. S. builds up the system by supplying a euffi-cieamount of vigor and nourishment to the body. smokers who have stopped smoking! ed primarily on the unwritten law
S. S. S. always cures without leaving any unpleasant or injurious effects. for periods may compare it with their In Delaware by both parties not to
It is perfectly safe for young or old. Book on the blood and any medical Own experience. I think in a general allow a representative more than
J
;
S?ECIF1C CO ATLANTA, CA.
I7ZS
advice free.
way our preemptions will prove to two terms.
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Mexico "Hospital for the Insane, of
which' he is president, will remove
from office, certain' officials of that
1879
ESTABLISHED
,
institution. He says they will be re
placed by men who "are thoroughly
Publieed By
competent, trustworthy and reliable."
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
It is understood that Mr. Baca will
(Incorporated)
endeavor to secure the appointment
of his son, Adolfo Baca, as successor
to Assistant Steward. Harry" Arnold.
.EDITOR
PADGETT
M.
M.
He doubtless can recommend his son
'
as possessing all the qualifications
above enumerated, having been IntI
mately acquainted with him for sev
There's nothing like
eral years.
Eutered at the postoffice at East boosting "home folks."
Las Yogas, New. Mexico, for transmission through the United States mails POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE
as second class matter.
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The civilized world, at large has an
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uneasy conscience on the subject of
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THE RIGHT CONCEPTION
the!
Miss Mabel Boardman, head of
Cross'
Red
association,
.American;
takes ' ai eminently correct view of
jshe ..refuses to
lend her aid officially to the cause oi
:

ii?T7CrJjea

President. Taft. That such an attitude does not represent her personal
preferences may .be taken for grant-d- .
Miss Boardman is the president's
niece, find the chief executive has
lent his personal and official assist-nce- l
to carrying out the splendid
wprk of the Rod Cross. In drawing
the distinction between what may appropriately be done by her as an individual and as the head of a nonpartisan Institution Miss Boardman's
attitude contrasts effectively with
that of Miss addams head of the
Hull House movement,, who has been
criticised for her activity as such in
the progressive cause.
iln her reply to iiiss Boardman's
criticisms, Miss Addams has taken,
the position that as an Individual she
las an indisputable right to aid any
party or institution which represents
tier views. This position in itself is
unassailable and as an individual
toth Miss Boartiman and Miss
Addams cannot be criticised for ex,

ercising

such individual

prerogative.

But Miss Boardman undoubtedly displays a finer sense of the amenities
that, should govern the head of a
great movement which depends j.yt
of persuccess upon the
sons of all shades of political opinion.
Th prestige gained through such cooperation during t a long period of
years is an asscjt that belongs to the
movement as" a whole and not to the
person at the head of it.
There is nothing higher or worthier
connected with the Hull House movement or with the broader humanitarian "work in which Miss Addams is
bo deeply and so properly Interested
than the magnificent work of the Red
Both institutions
Cross society.
might with propriety be commended
by any or all political parties, but it
would be the cheapest claptrap for
any political ' party to appropriate
either of them. If this is true, it
follows inevitably that, none of the
assets of such movements should be
d'ovoted to furthering the interests
of a political party, any more than
that the funds of such institutions
should be contributed to party uses.
J.TIss Boardman uses' simple justice
swid good judgmut In refusing to di
vert any of thu aasets of her own
particular organization to. the advan
tage of a political party, and she de
serves all the more credit for this
Tvhen her 'close1 Individual relations
with the president are, recalled."
,

'

,

io

In his own paper, La Voz del Pue-IjILieutenant Governor E. C. de
Eaca interviews himself and admits
that the board of trustees of the New

built to serve as an artillery target;
model areoplanes were used in studyr
problem; an
ing the
enormous naval drydock has been
constructed, and experiments are being conducted with a new automobile
wireless outfit for use in the field.
In France, where the importance of
the aeroplane in military tactics is
viewed most seriously, the question
of which aeroplane, the pursuer or
pursued, would have the advantage
in an actual aerial combat, nas excited heated discussion, and a military
aeroplane with folding wings has been
devised.
Also, remarkable hospitallike motor ambulances for field work
were exhibited at the recent French
Russia . and Germany,
maneuvers.,
too, have been productive in this line
of achievement, and the United
States has 5 contributed something
new to nearly every phase of the
service, from marching to flying.
The September Popular Mechanics
Magazine contains in all 322 articles
and 280 Illustrations. s Topics of vital
interest, such as "The Control of
Floods," "The Future of the Dirigible," and "Curing . Speed Mania,"
are discussed, editorially, by H. H.
d
Windsor. (' iTh1
Wireless", IpUmJLl nojv, beiig carried
out. is described hv Frederick Min- turn Sammfe, fMarcbSi's chief engineer In America. A most interesting
article by, Dr. A. F. Zahm treats of
"European Aeronautical Laborator
ies." An effort is being made to es
tablish a similar institution in the
United States. Other features for
the month include .descriptions of a
memory machine which never tails
to remind one of an engagement or
duty; a current motor which has
proved practical in service; the great
Alaskan volcanic eruption; Chicago's
bascule bridge
proposed double-decfor "L" traffic; rallroai tobosauirs
on Pike's Peak;' the creation of a cap
ital city for Australia; a. method of
ripening dates In an incubator; a
varicolored searchlight display in
Baltimore; hydoelectric power on a
farm; a compact luncheon outfit for
motorists, etc. Handsomu arid unus
ual Illustrations abound throughout,
the magazine, every one being a feature in itself.
The usual amount of original, practical material is published din The
Shop Notes and Amateur Mechanics
Departments, and here as elsewherfl.
the matter, "written so you can un- prstand it," is faithfully followed.
aerial-irvade-
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HELP ROOSEVELT
Washington, Aug. 19. Senate: Convened at 11 a. m.
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS
Approved joint resolution, amended
PANY DID NOT CONTIB-UTby house, appropriating $20,000 for
IN 1904.
subsistence of American refugees from
Mexico.

Conferees with house on naval appropriation bill agreed on provision
for a $15,000,000 battleship.
Senator Fall made denial of charge
by President Majero that he had In
terfered with peace negotiations be
tween the Mexican government and
insurgents.
Passed Works resolution for Inves
tigation of national soldiers' home at
'

Monica,-Calif-

.

':.'"'
to secure consideration

of
Attempt
Newlands resolution for Joint congres
sional committee to confer with the
president on tariff legislation failed
on fur seal treaty bill
Conferees-closed season.. ,
agreed to five-yea-r
Received, appointment by President
Taft of C Wi Howard as United
States district Judge for western
Washington, succeeding .Tudge
Han-ford-

iresigned.

Conference report on Indian appropriations bill defeateu because of provision for transfer, of Indian prisoners of war from Fort Sill to New
Mexico.

Legislative, executive and judicial
appropriation bill was repassed with
provision for abolishment of com
merce court, after spirited debate.
Provision providing
constitutions,
amendment for six year term for
Senator
president was considered,
Cummins advocating its adoption.
House:, Convened at 10:!!0 a. fa
Dam and water power site bills
;

considered.
Many bills, including omnibus water
power site bill, stricken from calendar on objections.
Moss committee presented majority
and minority reports on Florida evei
glades Investigation.

Representative

Shirley

rseeived

from President Taft resolution drawn
to insure! right of any foreign ship
owner to have United Stares court
pass upon free tolls provision nf Panama canal bill. Intended as notice
that United States did not intend to

violate

treaty.

COMMERCIAL CLUB
IEETING TONIGHT
MEMBERS AND BUSINESS
MEN URGED TO BE PRESENT
TO OFFER VIEWS.

ALL

For the purpose of discussing and
voting on the .question of whether or
not the Las Vegas Commercial club
rooms shall be maistained, the stockholders of the organization will meet
tonight at 8 o'clock. As this is a mat-ointerest to all ofthe business men
of the city, the meeting tonight will
be open to all former stockholders
of the club and to all others interested
In the affairs of the organization.
Both sides of the matter will be
presented at the gathering and the
expression of the opinion of every
one Is Invited. Much Is to be said on
both sides of the question and action
will not be taken without due consideration. The sentiments of the
businessmen of the city are evenly
divided, there being men of affairs
on both sides.
The principal reason advanced ly
those in favor of the maintalnanco of
the quarters, is that the rooms are
needed for public gatherings and for
A STAR FOR US
the entertainment of visitors In the
Washington, Aug. 19. Republican city. Those opposed reason that ihe
leader Mann chided the officers of money now being expended for the
the club rooms could be
the house today because the flag be
hind the speaker's chair had only 46 used to a much better advantage for
stars instead of 48, Arizona and New advertising and boosting the city.
Should the stockholders decide toMexico not being represented.
"Whenever I look up and gaze on night to maintain the rooms it will
the charming countenance of the be necessary to increase the income
speaker I see behind him a flag that of the club, either by Increasing the
is illegal," said Mr. Mann, The flag membership or by subscription. There
he declared, had'ohly is doubt in the minds of many that the
over the nou.-not membership can - be materially intS stars, Arizoh and New" Mexico
'
"
v
creased without a considerable reducbeing represented. .'
tion of the membership fee.
Should the stockholders, on the othMOOSE IN CONVENTION.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 19. The er hand, decide to give up the club
annual convention of the rooms and make the club a strictly
twenty-fou- r
Loyal Order of Moose, which began business organization, the memhe
a week of festivity in this city today, ship fee could be greatly reduced,
has attracted an attendance estimat- thereby allowing every business man
ed at 20,000 visitors, who come from in the city to become a member withmany parts of the United States and out feeling any financial burden.
It' is to decide these various quesCanada.' A spirited contest Is on for
next
of
that the meeting tonight has
tions
honor
year's
entertaining
the
convention of the order. Winnipeg, been called, and it Is the duty of evDallas, Cincinnati and Portland, Ore., ery stockholder, and every business
are among the applicants for the man to turn out and act for the best
Interests of the "community, whether
gathering.
1
It be to maintain the club rooms or
to
abandon them.
did
How
he
propose.
Stella
Bella He asked if he could be my
vice president. ,,
Everybody reads Tie Optlo.
k
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OyBter Bay,
Aug. 19. Colonel
Roosevelt issued a statement today
In reply to a published. interview in
which Senator Penrose of Pennsylvania was quoted as saying that he be
lieves the $25,000 check sent to him
n 1904 by the Standard Oil Company
was used by the republican national
committee to help in carrying New
York state for Roosevelt.
The colonel said that in 1904 he had written
to George B. Cortelyou,
republican
national chairman, stating that no
campaign contribution had been received from the . Standard OH company. He said that if any such contribution was received it was without
his knowledge and in spite of his
prohibition.,
' With his
campaign for the presidency fairly under way, Colonel Roosevelt is making the most of his last
days at Sagamore Hill before starting
on his long swing about the country.
He spent most of the day out of
doors, riding and playing tennis, rie
will retaain af Oyster Bay until Wed"
nesday, when he leaves for
Pa., to attend the jubilee of
his old friend, Father Curran. Colonel Roosevelt is to make an address
in Wilkesbarre, which will deal largely with morals. After another short
rest, on his return from Wilkesbarre,
he will start out again and keep constantly at work until election time.
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
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NEW YORK PHYSICIAN IS FIRST
TO DISCOVER USE OF THE
APPENDIX
New York, Aug. "19. Dr. Israel
Feinberg, president of the board of
coroners, has arrived at a conclusion
with regard to the history of the
vermiform appendix in the human being and the question of its use or lack
o fthe same to the body. Dr. Feinberg
has spent 15 years in the study of the
appendix, both from the point of view
of the cure of appendictls and the organ's place In the human structure.
The conclusions which, he has reached
are now in medical annals.
Briefly, Dr. Feinberg believes that
the appendix Is ofvdtal importance in
the unborn child. After the birth of
the child, Dr. Feinberg1 declares, the

utility of the appendix vanishes, and
the organ gradually atrophies, until in
mature life It simulates a rudimentary
mass of tissues.
"I have discovered that the appendix Is found in an enlarged state in
the child before 'birth," Dr. Feinberg
explained today. "As 13 commonly
known, the child at that period pos
sesses a number of organs that differ
almost entirely from those which are
found after birth, when he begins to
breathe and take nourishment for
instance, the heart, the lungs and the
intestinal tract. In my opinion the
apendix has some particular action
in relation to the, Intestinal canal un
til the time of birth.
HELD
PROGRESSIVES
"From various opportunities for observation and experiment, I have
this appendix has a valveCHEAP CONVENTION like actionthatupon
the Intestines which
the entrance into "the
prevents
body of the child of foreign substanBRAG
THEY
NATIONAL ces. After the birth of the child, the
THAT
COST THEM
GATHERING
appendix gradually begins to grow
LITTLE MONEY
smaller until, at last, it contracts so
that only a small opening is left, in
Chicago, Aug. 19. (Lawrence W. place of the wide mouth which forNoyes, treasurer of the progressive merly opened into the intestinal
convention arrangement committee, tract."
today made publio a statement of re
ceipts and) disbursements tor the re NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
cent progressive nationat convention . New York, Aug. 19. Further unexheld in Chicago in August, showing plained selling of Reading and Lehigh
that the total expense of the conven- Valley, which later spread moderatetion was $19,403. In submitting his ly to other stocks, turned the course
.
report, Mr. Noyes said:
of today's market from more Irregu"The first national convention of larity to heaviness. Canadian Pacific,
the progressive party was conducted which was heavy in the final days of
with less cost to the people than prob- last week, rose 3 points, with a two
ably any convention of the republi point advance in Minneapolis, St.
can or democratic party for years. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie. Bonds
We think the balance sheet submitted were Irregular.
On better support,
shows it is possible to establish a new coalers regained some of their foreprecedent in the matter of national noon loss, while other active stocks
conventions and- - avoid the waste ev- also made full recoyery.
ery, four years of many thousands of
Trading became duller in the latter
dollars."
part of the session, with prices showThe balance sheet shows the follow ing little change from the midday re
ing receipts: covery, except Reading", which again
From Individuals $4,000.
eased off. The market closed irreguFrom hotels of Chicago, $3,350.
lar. Extensive buying of steel enFrom ticket sales $13,262.55.
livened the last hour, with improveFrom programs, $1,265.35.
ment In other stocks. Large offerings
Total, $19,877.94.- soon checked the rise, nowever, with,
As the total expenses for hall, mu
recessions from,' the top.
general
sic, offices and arrangements amountThe last sales were as follows:
ed to $19,403.31, the committee has a
: 85
Amalgamated Copper
balance of $474.63 on hand.
128
American Beet Sugar
Political activity Increased today Atchison'.
.139
with preparations for the opening of Great Northern
141
in Chicago New York Central
demooratlo headquarters
....117
It was said a large num Northern Pacific
Wednesday.
t29
ber of democratic leaders would come
......170
Reading .
immeto Chicago from Indianapolis
.122
(Southern Pacific
diately after the notification of Mar- Union Pacific
.......173
G.
shall. Among those will be Joseph
73
United States .Steel
Davies of Wisconsin, secretary of the United States Steel,
113
pfd
C.
democratic national committee;
national committeeBoeschenstein,
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
man from Illinois and Acting ChairKansas City, Aug. 19. Cattle, reman McAdoo of the national commitceipts 12,000, including 3,000 southtee.
erns. Market Btrong. Native steers
$6.5010.40; southern steers $4.50
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
southern, cows and heifers $3.50
6:5;
Miguel
San
In the Probate Court,
5.50; native cows and heifers $3.20
County, New Mexico.
6; stockers and feeders $4.507.50;
In the Matter of the Estate of Grego- buUs
$3.755.25; calves $58.25;
rlo Garcia y Sandoval, Deceased.
western steers
western
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

s

$5.509.25;
To Whom It May Concern:,,, Notice
cows $3.506. ,
is hereby given that the final report
Hogs, receipts 4,500. Market steaof the executrix In the above entitled
Bulk of sales $8 . 308 . 50 ; heavy
dy.
estate has been filed in Bald" court, and
packers and butchers
$8.258.40;
1912.
has
the 5th day of September,
been set
the court for the hearing $8.308.55; lights $8.258.55; pigs
by

of objections tp the same and the fin- $67.
Sheep, receipts 7,000 market steaal settlement of said estate.
Muttons
dy.
$3.254.25; lambs
Witness My Hand, and the seal of
wethers and yearsaid Court this 24th day of July, A. D. $5.506.75; range
range ewes $2
lings
$3.504.J5;
1912.
3.50.
DELGADO,
LORENZO
(Seal)
County. Clerk,
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Chcago, Aug. 19. Cattle, receipts
"Mle. Marquis Is a little late. One
Market best Btrong to 10
18,000,
act is already over."
cents up. Beeves $5.7510.50; Tex"Ah, which one "

as steers

$56. 85;

'western., steers
She What was it the choir Just $6.258.75; .stackers and
feeders
sang?
$1.257.30; cows and heifers $2.65
He From the appearance of the 8.15; calves $6. 509.75.
Hogs, receipts 32,000. Market slow.
congregation, I think It must have
been some kind of a lullaby.
Lights $8.058.60; mixed' $7.75

OF LAS. VrE0AS. N,.M.
'f

Capital,

$100,000

'

T

;.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interost Paid on

8.60; heavy $7.658.50; rough $7.65
7.85; pigs $5.758.15; bulk of
sales $8.058.50. '
Market
Sheep,
receipts 35,000.
steady to shade off. Native $3.15
.4.30; western $3.303.5O; yearlings
.2!6
$4.305.40; jambsr"fratlTe
.
western $4.257.15.
m

..;

St
fine

Wool,

Territory and western

2024;
1318,

fine mediums

Deposits

posal."
"Yes."
"Well, if money was the only thing
worth going after he wouldn't put all

that cash into politics.
bank."

"'She

He'd start a

.

So j'our cousin is thinking of
a nice girl and settling

marrying

ST. LOUIS WOOL
Louis, Mo., August 19.

steady.
diums

Tlmo

me-

1820;

"No," said the plain citizen, "I can't
see this argument about money being
the one great and powerful consideration at the present time."
"What causes you to doubt it?"
"You hear tell of a candidate who
baa millions of dollars at his dis

.
down.
He Not exactly - he's thinking of
marrying a rich girl and settling up.

"I wonder what has become of my
husband.
Three days ago I sent him
to match- a sample at a department
store. He hasn't been seen since.
"I saw him yesterday. He was at
-

the

third counter of the fourteenth
for the
fourteenth counter of the third aisle."
aisle, and was just starting
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Doa't Fail to Get In on Our Great Reduction Sale on Shoes and Oxfords
Some Very Special Prices
Quoted on
Dry Goods
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OFTIC,
F. G, Campbell of Roy was in Las
Vegas over Sunday.
Mrs. Tom Liusitt and child lefb this

PERSONALS

afternoon for Excelsior Springs, Mo.
victorlano Fadilla, a merchant of
San Ignaclo, was in Las Vegas today on business.
Dr. and Mrs. B, E. Murphy of Wat- rous were visitors In Las Vegas yesterday and today
James WhStmore was in Las Ve
gas today from his ranch at Galllnas
Springs on business.
L. C. Hall of Santa Fe arrived this
afternoon from the Capital City on a
short business trip to Las Vegas.
Mrs. E. E. Sena and family left
yesterday afternoon for Santa u'e,
where they will visit friends and relatives.
Mrs. Charles Kinkadef and children
left Saturday on train No. 10 for
Dodge City,. where they will visit rel
atives. '
Joe Zimmerman, who is in the em
& Company, left
ploy of Gross-Kellyesterday afternoon on a short trip

Mrs. S. A. Clements left yesterday
afternoon for Denver.
Mrs. Harry Morris of Saitello left
yesterday for her former home In

-

Iowa.
L.

H.

Peterson

Is In Las Vegas

from

hla home In Denver visiting
'
friends.
Mariano Salasar, editor of El
was a visitor in Santa Fe
Saturday.
I. H. Rapp, the Santa Fe architect,
was a visitor In Las Vegas Saturday
afternoon.
Miss Eugenia Delgado left yesterday afternoon on train No. 10 on a
short trip to Denver.
W. G. Ogle, the land man, returned
Saturday night from a week's flahing
trip on the Mora Pecos.
Miss Helen Kelly returned Saturday night from Hodges, where she
had been the guest of Miss Katherine
Drake, for the Tast ten days.
Attidrney "William, Q. Ilaydon returned yesterday afternoon from a
short business trip to Clayton.
M. M. Sundt and family returned
Saturday night from a two weeks
camping trip in the mountains north
of here.
Charles Danziger of the Charles
company, left yesterday afternoon on a short business trip to Al-

e,

'

y

to Chicago,

buquerque.
Santa Fe Superintendent F. L. Myers returned yesterday morning on
train No. 8 from a short business trip
to Albuquerque.
Perry Earichson, of Earlckson and
Sabin, brokers, with Mrs. Earlckson
yesterday
and children, returned
from a ten days' camping trip on
river.
Colonel R. E. Twltchell, assistant
solocitor for the Santa Fe railroad In
New Mexico, left Saturday night for
Albuquerque on a short business trip.
Harry W. Kelly of Gross Kelly and
Company, and Clarence Iden auditor
of the company, returned Saturday
night from a short business trip to
.

'

.

J. Eugene Brown, organizer of the
Peoples' Bank , and Trust company,
returned last night from a short trip
to El Paso.
F. S. Hall, an Albuquerque insur
ance man was' In Las Vegas this
morning on business, leaving this af-ternbonf fof'Watrous.
Mr. and Mrk EL B. Garrison, who
have been In !Las Vegas during the
past several months, left Saturday
night, for. Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr.' aM"4Tft. James Curry passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon en
route from their home in California
to Wagon Mound, where they will vis
it .V'j. Cur's copin, John Pugh. Mr.
Curry formerly resided In Las Vegas,
"Hughle" Hughes, the famous Mer
cer autoinobile racer, accompanied by
members of his team, passed through
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon en
route from New York City to California.
'.;'
Miss Marie Dunn, accompanied by
Madame Novell!,, instructor of vocal
music at St. Mary's Academy in Dallas, Tex., who Is a guest at the Dunn
ranch, came in from Gascon Saturday
evening for a short ' visit in Las Ve
'
gas with friends.
Santa Fe Station Agent D. L. Bat- chelop left this afternoon on train No.
10 for La Junta to attend an O. S.
and D. meeting, which will 'bo held
in that city tomorrow. T. J. Scott
Santa' Fe train inspector, left yesterday for La Junta. Mr. Scott will al
so be in attendance at this meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Kientz of Tope-ka- .
Kansas, arrived in Las Vegas
Saturday night and will be visitors in
the city for the coming two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Kientz made the trip to
the Meadow City by automobile, trav
eling through Colorado and visiting
all places of interest. They left home
on July 15.
Charles Temple left yesterday afternoon for Fort Collins, Colo., where
he will reside. Mr. Temple has been
a resident of Las Vegas for the past
two years. He was employed by
Appel Brothers and the Investment
and Agency corporation during his
first eighteen months' residence
here, and since March has held the
position of deputy county assessor.
He has many friends herd who regret
that he has. left the city permanently.

'

Albuquerque.
Mrs. D. C. Winters and daughter,
last
Miss Ruth Winters, returned
had
where
they
from
Trinidad,
night

been for the past two weeks visiting
frienda and relatives.
Eduardo Lujan, clerk in the government land office in Santa Fe, was In
Das Vegas yesterday and today, visiting at the home of his parents, Mr,
and Mrs. Mateo Lujan.
Dr. F. R. Lord and William Springer left this morning for Taos, where
week.
they will spend the coming
by
automobile,
are
by
traveling
They
the way of Cimarron.
Mr. and Mrs. John Koogler returned
to
Saturday from a week's bridal trip
here.
of
They
north
the mountains
are residing at the Koogler home on
Columbia avenue.
Mrs. George Truitt, wife of Santa
Fe Brakeman Truitt, who is a patient
at tho Santa Fe hospital, came in yes
Raton for a
terday from her home in
'visit with her husband.
Gnhatiar of Amarillo, Tex.,
was in Tis Vegas yesterday on bus!
Schaffer waa formerly a
of Las Vegas at which time
nnoitinn of Santa Fe
v.i.i
ne ueiu
,.tiinf ill snatch er.
1'
of 111 healthT. Is due
the store of I. a, viatjamouiit
'.
Will JV1I3.
- . ji r ... .1
TTn.An , rt alAm.
Graaf and Hayward,
functions pro- t0
ltg
h
perform
w. x., n
becomes
aftemoon for Seneca Falls,
,lWhale
system
perly jba
make an raniej
of Chamberlain's
home, where ahet . will
.1
- m. .i .
T1IW wfll
iM
nflBll
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tives.
ana,
U A. Harrison, E. R. Clements
officials
C. C. Corey Western Union
came
with headquarters In Denver,
Colorado,
from
in Saturday evening
time
and will be in Las Vegas a short
on business.
state
Thomaa P- - Gable, former com-'
Ervein,
P.
game warden; Robert
and John
lands,
of
public
mlssioner
Mr. Ervein'a son, were
R. Ervein,
stop-pinvisitors in Las Vegas yesterday,
homes
their
off en route from
were
in Santa Fe to Raton. They automobile.
by
the
trip
making
organMrs. L. C. Moore, national,
C. T. V.,
W.
the
of
lecturer
izer and
and Mrs. Nutter of Clovis,
of the
of the New Mexico division
were , visitors, in
union,
temperance
Mrs. Moore
Las Vena over Sunday,'
on temperance yesaddress
an
gave
the Christian
terday morning at
last
evening at the
spoke
and
church
church.
the
at
Baptist
union meeting
for
afternoon
this
left
Moore
Mrs
to
returned
Nutter
Springer and Mrs.
.
Clovis.
in
.
her home
Mrs Llllie Tetsch and daughter,
Tetsch, after- a two
Mildred
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GRIFFITH
GOOD

AND
ROADS
ENGINEER
PRETTY SOCORRO GIRL ANNOUNCE ENGAGEMENT.

The engagement of Mies Lena
Griffith,
daughter of John a.
Griffith, district attorney of Socorro
county, to John D. Meriweather, state
good roads engineer, was announced
Friday afternoon at a reception given by Mrs. G. E. Cook of Socorro,
aunt ' of the bride-to-bMiss Griffith, who is one of the most popular
and talented young women of Socorro, Is well known here, having visited
lathis city on several occasions. Mr.
Meriweather was stationed in Las Vegas a year, having charge of the work
on the scenic highway, in 1910-1He Is a member of Las Vegas Lodge
No. 408 B. P. O. Elks, and has many
friends in the Meadow City.
The Socorro Chieftain has the following to say of the announcement;
What is considered one of the most
successful social functions given in
Socorro for years, was that given by
Mrs. G. E. Cook Friday afternoon at
her pleasant home on Grand avenue.
The affair was In the form of a reception, for which no less than 85
invitations had been issued, and was
given in honor of, and to announce
the formal engagement of Miss Lena
Estelle Griffitn, the popular and
only daughter of District Attorney
John E. Griffith, to John Davis Meriweather.
Miss Griffith is a niece of Mrs.
Cook, with whom she has made her
home sine her return two years ago
from, the Wolcott school of Denver.
During the hours announced for
the reception, the Cook home was the
scene of a large gathering of Socorro's well dressed society women. The
reception room, where stood the receiving line composed of Mrs. Cook,
Miss Griffith' and Mrs. John E. Griffith, .was decorated with great
After greetings and a short time spent in social
bunohes of golden glow.

intercourse, the guests in turn were
ushered into the dining room, where
dainty refreshments were served and
the real anouncement made by the
use of tiny cards of a beautiful and
varied kind, hut all suggestive of
wedding bells, with the names of
Miss Griffith and Mr. Meriweather
and the date of the wedding, October
16, Inscribed thereon.
An effective color scheme of green

and pink was carried out in the din
ing room, the table being decorated
with an extremely unique, and at the
same time exquisite center piece,
composed of pick roses and green
leaves and a miniature figure of a
bride In her glorious whjte wedding
gown, surrounded by four tiny brides
maids in green coBtumes.
Miss Griffith having spent almost
her entire life In this city, the best
wishes of the community will toiler
her to the altar.
,
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why not you?

thp rtifint common complaints
that hard working peoplo are afflictedAddIv Chamberwith ia lamA-hacIain's liniment twice a day and mas
sage the parts thoroughly at eacn ap
plication, and you. will get quicic reuei.
For sale by all dealers.

r n pvhoo tnnmins contractor liv
ing at 669 Keeling Court, Canton," ni
ls now well rid or a severe ana auuvy
Ing case of kidney trouble. His backnained and he was botnereo wren neauaches and dizzy spells. "I took Foley
Kidney Pills just as directed ana in a
few davs I felt much better. My life
and strength semeed to come back.
and I sleep well. I am now au over
Fomy trouble and glad to recommendO. G.
them.
ley Kidney Pills." Try
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
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SENATE ONCE MORE PASSES AP
PROPRIATION BILL ABOLISHING COMMERCE COURT.

fact," said Senator Warren, "that if J. S. STILL
HOLDS, APACHES
this bill goes to the president with
mis ciauaa left in, we will get anoth- 3nly Six of Tribe Ever Fought Gover veto, n 'is just a question of
ernment, but All Held In Bit.
ter Captivity.
10 get
Whetner we warn.
through
or
and
ana
get. home,
fetay here
uie
Phoenix, Ariz. In the early 80's
pass bills and get vetoes ad infin- Colorado-Magnusitum."

Senator Clapp of Minnesota, leaped
to his feet. "Mr. President," he said,
"this Is not a quesuon of getting
through and getting home. This is
a question of doing what we iielieve
10

ie

our duty.

Senator Overmun also protested.
...sui the house and senate have
voted by large majorities to abolish
una court," he said, "'me people
the United States have signified their
desire that the court should be abolished. The president of the United
States is now lined up against the
people,. The house will insist in abolishing the court and I protest that we
should stand by the house."
Senator Bacon of Georgia, objected
to the stand of Senator Warren. ' i
rise to a point of order," he exclaimed, "I believe that it is absolutely out
of order to attempt to influence the
votes of senators by threatening them
with what the president will or will
not do."
Senator Warren protested that he
was only stating facts. Senator Ov-

d

erman's substitute containing a provision to abolish the court was adopted 35 to 23. The republicans who
voted with the democrats to pass it
were Senators ' Borah, Bourne, Bris-toClapp, Crawford, Cummins,
Poind'ex- La Follette, Nelson,
ter and Works. Senator Thornton of
Louisiana, was the only democrat
who voted against the substitute to
abolish the court.
Hey-bur-

WHY

MAN

DISLIKES

SPRING

Its Beauty Marred for Him by Housi
Cleaning and Its Various
Accompaniments.

If spring didn't bring nothin worse
than th' primrose by th' brook it
wouldn' be so bad. But along with
th' turquoise sky an' th' first little
patches o' green oomes house cleanln',
wall paperln', flower beds, stove pipes,
candidates an'
politicians,
fresh an' buoyant after a long winter's
red-nose- d

loaf.

if ther's any work In th' world that
a man hain't cut out fer it's house
cleanin'. Sufferage er no sufferage It's
distinctively a woman's work. What
selfrespectin' man wants t' take down
th' settin' room stove an' put It on
th' back porch an cover it with rag
..
tarpet?
Wher'B th' man that ever feels
right again after fillln' th' ticks at th
livery stable an' Austin' the chromosT
Flower bed makln Is another thing
that cheapens a man. What man ever
feels like takin' his place again among
his peers after puttln' a border o'
whitewashed stones around th' tulip
led er teachin' a rose bush t? climb
over th' parlor window, an' connect
with th' spout T Paintin' a Iron bed Is
iomethin' else that's calculated t' destroy what little feelln' o' superiority
O'er woman that th' average husband
sometimes secretly entertains. Tou
kin paint a Iron bed an' look at it
ever' day fer a year an' see some new
'

place you missed.
No man in the world can git out
good work an' give his buslness.proper
attention er give his employer value
received durin' th' wall paper season.
Next t' th' money trust "probe ther'
hain't nothin' as pressln' as a good
law compellin' a paper banger t' git
on th' job at th' appointed time an'
not lay off fer a ball game till t' contract Is finished an' he has taken his
traps out o' th' parlor. Indianapolis
News.

Victoria, and
had made the very name Apache
I synonym of terror, and then came
the superlative savage.
Seronlmo,
Neither sentiment nor frfendly feeling can minimize the shocking cruelties of his career, which history has
mark of
recorded as the
bloodthirsty brutality. The extreme
hatred and fear felt toward him In
the southwest may be guessed from
the following Incident:
Some years ago the writer waa a
member of a little group gathered at
a ra.nch In the desert near Phoenix,
Ariz., when the conversation turned
to Geronimo and his recent conversion to the Christian faith. A lady
of the party, the wife of a prominent
citizen, immediately flushed with anger and burst out hotly: "If I should

Aug. 19. After a spir
ited debate the senatei today repassed
the vetoed legislative, execeutive
and judicial appropriation bill, still
carrying a pro vision, for the abolition
of the commerce court. A major'ty
of the appropriations committee re
ported the bill with provision for the
retention of the court ana when this
was eliminated Mr. Taft's friends pre
dieted that the bill again would be
vetoed.
Without the provision to abolish
the commerce court, upon which the
house insists, the new legislative, ex
ecutive and judicial appropriation bill
was reported to the senate today
from its appropriation committee.
Honntnr WflTran. chairman, stated
that the1 committee had decided to
omit the civil service, seven years'
tenure and the commerce court sections to which President Taft objected when he vetoed the bib last week.
Senator Overman presented a minor
recomity report from the committee
of the
obliteration
the
mending that
commerce court be retained as part
of the measure.
The senate agreed with the house
in leaving out the provision to limit
the tenure of office of civil service
employes to seven years to which the
president also had objected.
"There is 'no secret about the
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see Jacob's ladder let down from
heaven, with the angels walking up
and down, and Geronimo with his
harp in the middle, still I would not
believe that he was a Christian."
When asked to explain the intensity
of her feelings, she saldi "When I
was- - a young girl I lived at Tombstone, Ariz., in rooms over the undertaker's establishment, and from time
to time had to go down to help prepare the mutilated and desecrated
bodies of Apache victims, and you
needn't talk about Geronimo being a
Christian." This is the sentiment of
so much so,
most of the
indeed, that the war department never
thought it safe, even in his later years,
for the old man to return to Arizona.
Let us then be fair and admit the untold and untenable miseries Inflicted
by him and his band In those dreadful
-- ..!
days of raid and massacre.
However, did the space of this ar
ticle allow, wemiht tell of brilliant
JeneraTshlp, l!auTatles8 courage and In
credible endurance on the part oi
the leader and his band, that forced
the United States army and their Mex
ican and Indian allies Into one of the
most difficult campaigns in the history
of Indian warfare a campaign that
tested to the utmost men like Crook,
Miles, Wood, Lawton and Chaffee, and
that came to an end only When, exhausted by famine, thirst and continu
ous marching through mountains and
deserts, the bedraggled fragments of
band of men, women and
the worn-ou- t
children came in and surrendered. No
man who fought In that campaign will
sneer at the Apache as a soldier.

REINDEER QUEEN

OF ALASKA

Woman Successfully Competes With
Men In Breeding Animals She
Speaks Eight Languages.

BATCHELOR.

-- AGENT-

MM
'

Apache.

Nome, Alaska. When a woman In
an enlightened country makes her
way to a front rank In the Industrial
world, the fact soon becomes known
and people are eager to learn some
thing of the conditions that brought it
about and of the character of the one
ANDREE KILLED BY ESKIMOS who accomplished it. That a woman
with a brown skin should also successcompete with the men of her
Norwegian
Explorer Brings Back fully
race IS less generally understood. Out
the
Fate
of
Story Indicating
of the 260 Eskimos who own reindeer
the
in Alaska, two are women.
One ol
these, Mary Arisarlook Andrewnk, has
exChristian Laden, a Norwegian
received
the title of "Reindeer
plorer, has returned to this country Queen of Alaska."
with what he believes to be the first
"Queen Mary" owns a herd of 1,303
evidence of the fate of Andree'a bal- deer, which she
manages with Judgloon.
Laden was commissioned by ment and Intelligence.
According to
the Royal Museum of Berlin, the Uni- the usual contract made with
the govversity of Berlin and the University ernment she is required to train three
it Christlanla, to explore the unknown apprentices and to give to each the
region of northwestern Canada and to customary number of deer." She has
sbtain data about the Indian tribes in done better than this. She has trainthe region, some of which have hever ed and rewarded
eight or ten apprenbefore been visited by white men.
tices, and at the present time has anAt a point' 200 miles north by west other under her care. She long since
of the point at which it has been gendiscarded the igloo, or native hut, hall
erally believed that Andre perished,
underground. In which she was born,
Laden encountered a tribe of Eskimos,
and is now comfortably housed near
who related a story to the effect that Nome, in a cabin of
logs. She speaks
several years ago a large bubble fell seven or eight Indian languages, and
from the heavens, containing two
this has enabled her to be of considsupposed to be "devils," and erable service as an Interpreter.
were
creatures
that these
able to hurl
Queen Mary has brought up a numforth fire and thunder from strange ber oC helpless children, and havThe ing none of her own, has not only
Implements that they carried.
members of the tribe attacked the two cared for them physically, but has also
creatures and succeeded In killing one given them a place In her heart. Surejf them with arrows, whereupon the ly, according to her light, "she hath
rther made motions to them signifying done her part."
that he and his companion were shooting at birds for food and had come
Asks Board for Cats.
In peace.
Chicago. Mrs. Margaret Tooke left
When the Eskimos realized
that her pet cat with Charles A. Miner
they had attacked human beings, who when she went away on a visit. The
bad no unfriendly motive, they fled case '
got into court because Mlnei
In dismay, leaving the surviving white
wanted f 13 board for 13 kittens.
man alone. What became of him they
So not know.
Scientific American.
Fur Lined Bathing Suits.
New York. Fur lined bathing sulti
are being worn by the fasbionablt
Old papers tor sale. Optic office. women bathers here this summer.
Pole-8eeke- r.

Washington,

"
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Miss

with Mrs.
weeks' visit In Las Vegas
Marie
Springer
Mrs.
Tetsch'. sister,
left last
and brother, William Frank,
No. 2 for their home
train
on
evening
Mrs. Tetscn,
in .Milwaukee. Wis.
Vegas in the
Las
in
presided
not been in the city
years 1873-7- 4 had
and
expressed herself
for 32 years,
in the
surprised
as agreeably
taken place
had
change which
time.
that
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We have on hand a complete stock of

SPILEN

DOORS, WINE3W SCREENS AND WIEE SCREENING

At The Alost Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying
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ANNUAL STATEMENT,
Continental

Ins. Co. of New York

Assets
Liabilities ........
Surplus to policyholders
Fire Assaclatlon of Philadelphia
Asset
Liabilities
...i.
Surplus to policyholders
Fireman's Fund Ins. Co, San Francisco-Assets
Liabilities
Surplus to policyholders
London

1912.

Assurance

..

.

125,576.579
9,576,747
15,999,832
.$9,002,250

,

,,

$8,649,592
4,568,131
4,081,461

,

Corporation

Assets ....
Liabilities
Sirplus to policyholders
Norwich Union Fire Ins. 8oclety
Assets
Liabilities
Surplus to policyholders

...$3,747,332
2,520,923
1,226,408

".

$2,741,460
1,830,888
910,572

'

St. Paul F. & M. Ins. Co., St. Paul

Assets
Liabilities

......

Surplus to policyholders
Springfield F. & M. Ins. Co.

.

Assets
......
Liabilities
Surplus to policyholders ................
Lloyd's Plate Glass: Ins. Co., N. Y.
Assets
Liabilities
J':..
Surplus to policyholders

,!i

'

"

It it may

cre-itur-

The
Science of
Selling

--

Farms

be

.$10,407,848
6,537,140
4,870,708

.........

....!.

"'

.... ...

$8,032,865
5,183,462
5,575,865

$910,604
420,176
;.. 490,428
ADTN

H. WHITMORE,
Agent.

termed a science

mast

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest uss the
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LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

Grand Ave
Phone Main 447
416

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

Northerners who visit certain parts
at the south and southwest are sometimes amused by what they call southern provincialisms. Among these are
"we una" and "you uns." As a matter
of fact, the expressions are not strictly southern, but are used by those
who live or used to live in the
The mountain population
seems to be largely homogeneous, as
If descended; from a common stock.
,
The mountaineers hare mingled lit
tle with the people of the lower country, and, being Isolated, have preserved
some of the peculiarities of speech and
custom brought from the mother country, which the rest of us have abandoned. "We um" Is not even a true
Americanism; It Is common even now
In Scotland, whence it was doubtless
Imported to our mountains
by the
;
hardy Scotch Immigrants.
The phrase is an ancient one. It
may be found In Tyndale's New Testament. In Matthew 3:9 can be read:
'And see that ye ons thlnke not to
saye In yourselves we have Abraham
to

oure father."

As Tyndale's translation was print
nearly 400 years ago, this
form of .expression has the prestige
Df age, and belonged to the language
3f our ancestors. Youth's Companion.

A. H. Loreazen

ed in 1526,

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting

ONLY SMOKING

DEALER IN

TWENTY NOW

Scheme of Slave to Weed
Doctor Prom Cutting
His Cigars,

Heavy Hardware and
Wagon Material

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
. . Old Town
KTet Sld Plasa .

to Keep
Off

Joseph Jefferson, Jr., repeats a yarn
that his father used to tell concerning
friend of the elder Jefferson who
was an Inveterate smoker.
The man was getting along In years
and found himself afflicted with some
ailment which caused him a great deal
of anxiety.

,

"Why don't you consult a special

1st?" Jefferson asked him.

After thinking it over he decided
he would. Several days later Jefferson
met him and inquired as to his health
asking If he had seen a doctor.
"Yes, I went to see one," said the
? L
old man.
AWN1M0 VERS SHARPENED
"And what did he say?"
Lock and Uunsmith Bicycle and
"Well, you see, I'm a great smoker,
General Repairing
be answered, "and I knew he would
ask me the first thing how much I
520-6t- h
Street
... E, Las Vegas
smoked and tell me to go a little slow.
I smoke about 20 cigars a day, and
when he asked me how many I con
sumed I told him on an average of 40.
&
Aafomobile.'Carriage
'That's too many,' he said, 'Just cut the
number In hall I am now smoking
but 20."

H. 0. YOUNG

,

N.

PAitiTifiQ

0.

HERMAN
Paderewskl

Grand Ave

Disgusted.

PaderewskI, the famous pianist, who;
recently made a tour of South Africa,
complained bitterly of tbe treatment
he received from South Africans,
When he was coming down the coast
from Durban, he told an interviewer
that he was playing very softly o&
EL.NEWLYiBEMODELEDS the ship's piano when a man came up
to him and said: "Here, you stop thai
Private Baths and Lavatories
noise!" "I stopped playing at once,"
"and then the
said M.
Stead Heat Private Telephones man wentPaderewskl,
into the smoking room tc
with
Ky Rates $2.50 per day Jand up ' - his friends, and they roared
laughter when he told them he had
i AMERICAN PLAN
stopped me playing. He was not cob
tent
with insulting me, but he must
Rates
Week
Special
by
or;Mnth also go
up on. deck, where my secretary was painting, and throw biscuit
crumbs all over the picture. What a
How could one be happy
SHUMATE'S STUDIO countryl
in a country where there is no un
derstanding of real art? They have
no Idea of art, no sentiment lor It,
ON THE PLAZA
and no desire for It"

429

T

Successor to Geo. E. Waterman

The Very Latest in Photography
Mexican and Indian Curios
Navajo, Chimayo and Mexican Blankets
,

It

Telephone Main
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LOBBY

REST A

I'll JUT AND .WFt

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLEALWAYS HANDLED
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Cor. Grandjand Douglas Ave
sSast Las Vegas, N. M.
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Phrase "Wo Unt" and "You Una Aiv
Not Provincialisms of 8outh.
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When the Sleeper Woke.
There is a prominent lawyer In New
r
York who finds an
nap
an absolute necessity. He cannot keep
awake and the habit of drifting- off for
a few moments, no matter where nor
how, brings him frequent embarrassments. Recently his wife saw him
doze while talking to a distinguished
Judge who was their dinner guest, but
she was clever and quick enough to
divert the visitor's attention to her
self, so that the lapse passed unno
ticed at the time, Unfortunately, Jus!
as the host regained a stupid half- consciousness the guest rose to depart The lawyer stepped forward
with his most courteous greeting.
' "How do
you do, Judge?" he in
quired, smothering a yawn.1 "Why, I
never saw you looking better. I hope
you're going to stay to dinner with
us?"
after-dinne-

-

SHPTBT v. nm

Game

CHAPMAN LOOSE

The man was going to get married
He had sown his wild oats, and no
he meant to settle down.
Well off
good looking, a first-ratfinortsman. 1
favorite with men and women alike,
the Fates spinning busily had smiled
upon him at birth and had woven only
gold threads in the woof of hia Wa.

RATES

For years he had lived the life of
the smart young man about town. Ho
had done the same thing in the usual
way, he had been neither very good
nor bad; in his own words, the favor
Woman
ite words of British youth, he had al- tatT
ways "tried to
th ram."
Vagrant
Woman
It was because he felt it incumbent
upon him to play the game that he a tramp t
decided to tell the woman he wan an.
Vagrant
lng to marry of a certain newly closed Pet.
episode in his life. The consideration
that perhaps it would be as well for
BY
her to hear the tale from him first- hand, Instead of embroidered with lies
on a foundation of truth, as Bhe might
hear it from some one else, mar hava
counted for something, too.
nut the reason ha aava htmsnif m
he knotted his tie carefullv befom thn
mirror on the fateful morning of confession was that he "must play the

What do
Oh. I kin
How long

Phone Main 227

"Were all medicines as meritorious
ias Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
Ibe much better off and the
percentage
of suffering reatly decreased," writes
Lindsay Scott, of Temple, Ind. For
sale by all dealers.
"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
lose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E
Oebhardt, Oriole, Pa. There lg nothing better. For sale by all dealers.

ticket-snatcher-

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENT8

Five cents per line each
Estimate six ordinary word
No ad to occupy less
space
you want to
lines. Air advsrtls ment.
will be booked at so.ee
eat anything
have you been without regard to number
;
in advance
preferred.
I'm
,

I ain't a tramp.
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"I hardly know how to tell you.
dear," he began awkwardly, standing
tall and perfectly groomed on the
hearthrug that afternoon. It's so difficult to Bpeak to women pure women, like you about certain things, but
the fact of the matter is, I've been an
awful rotter, Evelyn, and I feel it's up
to me to own It You're not marrying
a saint, you know."
Tbe
woman in the big
big armchair looked up at him sweetly out of innocent blue eyes: "Dear,
I do know," she said gently.
He .moved uncomfortably.
"But It's
Just what you don't know," he told
her, "that I'm worrying about. I'm Helen's cutting a swath
not thinking of cards and racing, and
That s awfully wide:
things like that. It's about women She's a sweet girl grad,
I want to speak to you. Especially
And a sweet June bride.
one woman." He paused, and bit his
fair-haire-

lip nervously.
TERRIBLE, INDEED
"Ah!" said the woman softly, look-ln- g
down.
"She was a nice little thing," went
on the man. "Not quite a lady, you
know, but very pretty and all that
. . .
Her father drank. She ran
away from home. Hadn't a friend in
the world when I Dicked her
Only
the streets in front of her. A good
woman like you, Evelyn, can't realize
what the horror of that means. ...
I tobk a flat for her."
'Ah!" said the woman softly, look
ing down.
'I lived with her more or less for
three years,' 'went on the man, gather
ing courage from her nassiveness
She was verv erateful for all I had
done for her: she was really auite a
nice little thing. But of course, that's
all over and done with now. I set
tled up finally with her today. I shall
never see her again. There was no
reason for you ever to know, Evelyn,
only that I felt it wouldn't be quite
Hoyle A woman is said to be as
playing the game not to tell you."
"What has become" of the girl?" Did as she looks.
Mrs. Hoyle It would be terrible if
asked the woman, still softly and still
she were as old as other women
looking away.
wink she looks.
The man shrugged his shoulders
"Still in the flat, I presume," he said
carelessly, t "The rent is paid up till
JUST SO HE SOLD IT
December." His voice became Dersua
slve. He bent down so that hia face
was very near the coils of fair hair
wound smoothly round her head
"Don't let's talk about her anv more.'
he urged. "It's all finished and done
with. Now, don't frown, but Just kiss
me, ana say you forglvevme."
"You're a very naughty bov. Jack."
said the woman reprovingly, but she
let him wind her smooth white arms
round tis neck, as he knelt beside her
on the floor. "Then if you promise
never, never to do It again, I'll forgive
you," she said prettily.
He caught her. flushed a'nd smlline
to him fiercely. "My saint!" he breath.
ea upon her mouth.

u.

In a daintily furnished room of a lit
tie flat in Queen's Club Gardens, a
woman lay dead upon the bed with an
empty phial In her hand. There were
traces of tears upon her white, cold
cheeks; herclosed eyelids were swollLady of the House Why. I wouldn't
en. Her lover had failed ber. There read the book If I subscribed for it
Book
all
nothing before her but the streets.
rlirht.
Agent That's
So she, too, had "played the game." tna'jtm. We don't put that clause In
God will decide who played it best :he contract
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Meets,

fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially Invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler.
D. Mf.
Condon, Secretary.
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Blood, Secretary.
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JIMMY HOOKED
Hibernation of Mosquitoes.
Dr. Howard of the department of
agriculture, who probably knows as
much of the mosquito and its habits
as any other man in the world, contends that this cosmopolitan
pest
does not necessarily perish with the
coming of winter. On the contrary,
mosquitoes have been observed
to
hibernate, adult specimens
living
from November until the succeeding
April or May with all their powers of
torment unimpaired, although their
activity is suspended in winter. The
mosquito needs but little food, and
it Is the female that thirsts for blood,
the males contenting themselves with
water and vegetable fluids.
The fact that mosquitoes are often
found upon dry prairies many miles
Poor Man!
from water Is ascribed to the longMrs. Mary Austin in an address on evity of the adults of certain species
primitiye woman in New York, uttered which enables them to survive seaa neat epigram about man.
sons of drought. Railroads have been
"Never find fault with a man," she responsible for the transmission ol
He How would you like a Htm
said. "Praise him always."
mosquitoes Into regions where thej
were previously rare. Harper's Week puppy for your very own?
Then, with a smile, she added:
She Oh! James! This is so sudden
"Man, you see, always regards flat- iy-tery as truth, and truth as abuse."
-

There are no germs In our Ice.
There Is no Ice purer than ours. Keep
iyour health during this hot weather
fcy only using pure Ice. You will be
making no mistake la ordering your
Ice from us, as we guarantee it to be
absolutely pure. Phone your order
jwe'II do the rest
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.

M.

----

'

Changed His Mind.
Green was paying his first visit to a
racecourse. He had- heard tales of
s
and
welshers and.
lurid stories concerning the pugilistic
benchmen of bookmakers,
but still
such things did not prevent him having a bet on a big race. He backed
in outsider, and It won. With a
seraphic smile on his face he went
up to draw his winnings.
"Well, what d'ye want?" asked the
bookmaker, sticking out a mottled
clerk
while the square-face- d
scowled ferociously.
"Er nothing," stammered Green.
"I've Just brought your visiting-carback to you."

NO.

B, A. F.
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Regular
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A
munlcatlon first and
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every Monday
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.
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third
nlng in Castle L'aU,
. a month. VkltLaa hroth-- V
.
Visiting Knights art
Sr
am cordially Invited. jj
invited.
cordially
Chas. E. LiebseaN. O. Herman, W. K.; B. R. Murray.
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WANTED-Experien-

ced

,

mifrAv R9i
Gt4L
w
j.iacu tfireec,

;
' cook.

t,

tilia Fridays

in
LOCAL TEIE
Itasoala Tatsfle. Un. V. B. Bowen,
Worthy Katroai; Jastes O. Rutledse
EAST BOUND
Wortay Patroa; Mrs. Georz Tripp,
Secretary. FUone Mala 121, 130 Arrive

in

Grand avenue.
For
general nousework
wanted. Call on Mrs. HaH, La FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
asa ae Ramona.
ueeu svery Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Eouclna
8 o'clock.
vtattlBc
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Bualer.
FOR SALE FOR SALE Ten
C. H. Bally, treasarer.
large
worit mares. Apply 620 Grand ave
nue.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet la the forest of brotheri
FOR SALE Traction
engine with
love at Woodmen of the Wori.
disc plows, good ae new.
Inquire
ball, on the second and fourth Ft
620 Grand avenue.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. D
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk, vui
FOR SALE CHEAP Two
lng neighbors are especially
pieces of
w.
property, corner Third and Columcome and cordially invited.
bia. Call at 902 Third street
WOMAN

013
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No.
No.
No.
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No.
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For
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J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
545,
y. or b. n,Meeta every final

FOR SALE
3
6

One Span good mules,
and 4 years eld, one smaller mule
jfears old. Call or. A, J. Har-ma-

Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
o'clock p. to. Ylaitlnj brothers are
cordiaiy invited
Isaac Appal,
President; Charlee Greenclay, Seo
retary.

Fifth street.

721

FOR SALE Twin cylinder
motorcycle. Very little used.
125. Agua
Pura Co

For
FOR RENT

over the

?fi?n

Nine furnished rooms
and 25c Store.

5, 10

FOR RENT Five room adobe
house,
two blocks from
city limits, large
barns and chicken houses, 5 acres
of alfalfa. Inquire of real estate
agencies.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms
two connecting rooms fo

fall

housekeeping,

Phone Main

619

l!U

and
light
Twelfth St

FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.

Lost
LOST

Class pin, Nazareth Academy
Kentucky, blue and white lily de
sign. Return to Murphey's drug
store.

WO OPIATES

NO NARCOTIC8

FOLEY'S IIOIIEYasb TAR

WEST BOUND
p. m.....,.l:4& p.
6: 10 a. m
6:15 p. at
4:40 p. m
4:50 p.
6:35 p. m..
7:00 !

a

$100 REWARD $100

The readers of this nanor win h
pleared to learn that there is at least
'one dread disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment Hall's Cat
arrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doine its work. Tha nrn.
prietors nave so much faith In Its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that It fails
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To

MM lbs, or More, Eaoti Delivery
Ibe. to Vm Uia, Each Dettmry

m

Ibe. to
Ibe. to

Ijm

Ibe Eaot, Delivery
Ibe Eaeh Delivery...
Leas Than M Iba, Each Delivery

M

m

ZOe

aer ItTuW

25c p- - U3
J3c per 1M Ik

40 per 1N I..'

ts per 10

Iba

AGUA PURA C0MPAINY

ST. JOHN GREETS CONNAUGHT,
St John, N. B.', Aug. 19. St. John
was en fete today in honor of the
visit of the Duke of Conaught and his
party. Immediately
after landing
from the Earl Grey his royal high
ness was escorted to the court house.
where the civic address of welcome
was presented. The vice
regal party
will proceed to Frederlcton tomor !j
row.

d

1:15 a, m
1:45 p. m

1

i

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors o Natural Ice, the Puritv
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famsus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom amony al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth
moat.

That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to somethe ads. in this newspaper and would never

one who reads

hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
1
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
(and
A common rnr n n.r,i.,.
auicklv into CROUP RpnurutTic .
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
PNEUMONIA which often means a eud- sort, and musical instruments.
oen lataiity. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND .ln. in v.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible baysrs, of a
house and give at first sign of a cold.
. .
- r,
i
AWiUBB BUUBlllUlGtfc
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders 'of the
Red Cross Drug Co.
best markets!
.

p.

11:10 a. at
1:26 a. at
1:10 a m

RETAIL PRICES

bag containing about $20 currency
and silver, two pairs spectacles,
small trinkets, letter dated San
Francisco. Finder please notify
Wm. Frank, Lag Vegas, N. M., and
receive suitable reward.

QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE

No. 7
No. 9

I.H

.

m..

nl

On road between Los Alamos
and Las Vegas, black, leather hand

ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

8......

ii

KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNC't
NO. 804. Meets second and town
ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all drugsts, 75c.
Thureday in O. R. C. hall. Plcm
Take Hall's Family Pllla for rnnsH.
building. Visiting members are o
pation.
dially in vied. Peter Emenaker, G.
K-- ,
Richard Devlne, F. s.
Robert W. Herter.
Mo., who had been bothered with kidney trouble for two years, says: "I
' O. O. F., LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO tried three different kinds of
kidney
l. Meets every Monday
evening, a! pills but with no relief. Mv noiirhhni- their hail on Sixth street AD visit told me to use Foley Kidney Pills, I
lng .brethren cordially invited to at took three bottles of them, and got a
tend. J . D. FridenatJne, N. G.; permanent cure. I recommend them
to
O. G. Schaefer and
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood Red everybody."
Cross Drug Store.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer-V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
'A. S. Jones, of the I.o Phrm.v
Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley &
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuei uos medicines for many years, saya:
"I consider that Folfiy'o TTnnoy
day evenings each month, at Wood Tar Compound has no eoual. and la tha
man hall Visiting Brothers cor one cough medicine I can
recommend
to attend. A. M as containing no narcotics or other
dially Invited
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, See harmful properties." The genuine in
a yellow nackage. O. o. Sch
retary.
Red Cross Drug Store.

LOST

FOE THE CHILDREN

Na

8:10 p. m.

4.. ..11:05

.

O. G.

Schaefer
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Spanish dance at Rosenthal hall
Friday night. Five cents a dance or
50 cents for all evening.

LOCAL NEWS

lib

ilSSIIO?

JO

CARDINAL 11EEE

The Friendship tlub will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 at the home
of Mrs. C. V. Hedgcock, 810 National SCHRADER
AND
SCHLATTER,
Tfj- a dram of Ola Taylor hourhon avenue.
WITH WHISKERS AND ROBES,
c the
ARRIVE IN LAS VEGkS.
Opera Bar.
Roller skating at Rosenthal hall
See the wlilte corduroy hats, the Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday afFor the ultimate purpose of estaa
Ladies skates 15c. Admis- lishing the Kingdom Church In Las
latest out for fall and winter. 509 ternoons.
sion free to all.
Sixth street, Mrs. L. P. Wright.
Vegas, King Bishop August Schrader,
and Cardinal Francis Schlatter,
A carnival company began
In the city tills afternoon. If the
Flnch'i Golden Wadding Rye, g3
putting
In the wood. Direct from dliUUery up Its paraphernalia on the Plaza this necessary permission
for a strset
to yon. M the Lobby, of course.
morning and expected to be ready to meeting can be secured from Mayor
open for business tonight.
It. J. Taupert they will hold their
White Kitchen. We buy the best
first gathering tonight. If these two
For the purpose of making repairs men succeed In
material, we give the best service, we
creating the Interest
furnish the best 25 cent clean meal In In the generating plant the Isis mo- In their belief that their garb has
the city. Opposite
the Harvey tion picture theater has closed up ..aroused, the success of the church
v
for a short time. The date of p
House.in this city is a surety. Seldom have
ening will be announced soon.
two more quaint looking personages
A party of New Yorkers, traveling
been seen In the Meadow City, They
The Las Vegas Lodge of the Fra are gowned In long black robes, and
In a Chalmers 6 touring car, from the
Atlantic td the Pacific coast, stopped ternal Brotherhood will meet tonight wear high silk hats. So long afe
in Las Vegas last night, continuing In the O. K. C. hall. Several initia their hair and their bearda. that it Is
on their journey westward this morn tions and other Important ' business not unlikely that the barbers of this
'
are on the program for this session
ing.
city will file injunctions against them
and a large attendance is desired. A for
cheating the wielders "of shears
A man, who gave his name as light lunch will be served after the and razors.
'
John Winkley, was fined $5 and coBts regular business meeting.
The Kingdom church has i.. heal'
D.
R.
by Judge
Murray this morning
quarters in Lo& Angeles, and. word
for drunkenness. Winkley was arrestImprovements that will greatly in ing to the King Bishop and the Oar
crease the efficiency of the service li'nal, their work is world-wided last night by Night Marshal
Only
of the Western Union Telegraph comrecently the church was incorporated
pany are now under way In the local in New Mexico
and headquarPedro Gutierrez was arrested last office of the company. Eight dyna- ters have been established In Alnight by Night Marshal Pierce Mur- mos, to supply "Juice" for the Santa buquerque. According to stories print
Union
phy on the charge of drunkenness. Fe and Western
telegraph ed In the Albuquerque
papers the
When arraigned before Judge D. K. wires In this city are being installed, healing of these two men equals that
Murray this morning Gutierrez plead- and a new switch board Is being put of the days of Christ, the work of
ed not guilty, but was sentenced to 10 In. Four repeaters, connecting Chi- these men being nothing short vt
days on the chain gang. The alleged cago with San Francisco and Los; miraculous.
drunk told the court that he had Angeles, will be et up. New desks
been drinking' only lemonade and was and tables and other equipment will
A VISITOR'S OPINION.
In the act of entering a drug store to be Installed, and it Is said that the
get another when taken In custody Las Vegas office after all improve To The Optic:
In looking over your valued paper of
by Officer Murphy. However, if his ments are completed will be one of
language and actions while confined the finest in the southwest. L. A. Friday, August Ji. I find au article
-in the cooler last night are evidence, Harrison, E. B. Clements and C, C in great big type asking: What bliall
that lemonade must have had a whole Corey, assistants to C. R. Fisher, su We Do With the Commercial ClubV
railroad tie in it. What Gutierrez perintendent of current In Denver, are What should you do with a commer
had to state he said In Spanish, but in the city making the changes. Mr. cial club in any town? Why, Keep it
even .this was enough to disturb and Fisher Is expected in from his head going, of course, to help show to this
shock the residents of the Y. M. C. quarters the early part of this week United States that such a town as
to superintend the Installation ot the Las Vegas, N. M., exists, and how
A. next door.
new equipment.
great the natural advantages are In
this town.
, William
Wood died late Saturday
WATER WAGON PARADE
You people have the climate first,
afternoon at the Las Vegas hosoi'al
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 19. An Inno natural sulphur springs just at your
Mr. Wood, who was a native of
vation in parades was started here very door begging for recognition.
DewBberry, Yorkshire, England, was
30 years of age. Fie came to Las Ve- yesterday when two dozen water wag- You men and women of Las Vegas,
ons were scattered at intervals In where are you that you do not take
gas two years ag; froor England for
the
pageant of the American Federa- up the cry of " Make Las Vegas a
his health, and u,) lo several days
tion of Catholic societies.
The wag- good place to live in!" Where Is your
of health
ago, when his co.viMl-..ons
were
wa spirit, that you do not get the world
with
distilled
provided
remo-.-ato the
made necessary his
ter and individual drinking cups in at your feet?
for
he
hospital
resided
There is no reason that I can find
with W. A. McDonald, the Btonecutter-ter- . which water boysijcarried draughts to
Mr. Wood was a stonecutter by participants. On account of the in- excepting the fact that each will not
trade. He is survived by several tense heat many of the marchers took help boost his own town. ,1 am a
brothers and sisters, who reside in advantage of the water supply to visitor, but I can see the wonderful
wet handkerchiefs on their fore- things that could be accomplished in
England, and of whom little is known. keep
heads.
Even these precautions did this beautiful place,' if only you will
The funeral services will be held tonot
several heat, prostrations get the right spirit.
prevent
morrow afternoon from the chapel of
'
marchers
and participants.
among
As "Business Man" tells you, "It
C.
J.
Johnsen Son. Interment will
is up to you," to have a commercial
be In Odd Fellows' cemetery. Hev.
club.' Give up the social side if necNorman Skinner, pastor of the First
RAILROADS ARE DESTROYED
will
officiate.
19.
New
Advices receiv- essary, but carry the tidings to all
York, Aug.
Presbyterian church,
ed here by the Southern Pacific com- the world that Las Vegas is a good
pany from the officials of its lines In place to live in. Boost, boost, quit
man alive of you
Mexico; confirm the press Reports knocking, and each
club in a po
Commercial
the
get
help
that Orozco'a army has crossed the
"If We Do
town grow as she
Yaqui river and is bound ostensibly sition to help your
for Hermosillo. The Insurrectionists ought, that's what a commercial club
are destroying all important (railroads is for. Here's to the booster club;
with It so
north of La Dura. They have burned keep 'it going;
four more Mdges on the Yaqui that the world will know of what
branch c? the Southern Pacific lines, metal you are made. A Las Vegas
six structures
since Well Wisher.
Sea Van Petten for Insurance.
-

One of the Proper Meats for this Season
of Warm Weather. A Fresli Lot From

85

CENTS TO

11,25

EACH

,

re-o-

At the Store of

ECE

DAVIS.
GftOCER

THE CASH

FOR. CANNING
25 lbs. For $1.00

Fancy Eating .Apples
3 lbs For 25c

Free Stone Eeaches
10c Per Pound

J. H. STEARNS
GROCEK

"

i

This cut illustrates cne of the

mi P'

H

TH'-- I

In Fail Suits

It is only ONE of the many
models?

Grade,

We carry in the Highest
Ready-to-Wea-

the Market.

Clothing in

r

If
0

We have added to

our already large collection
High Grade Makes "The L.

of
Sys-

liv

tem Clothing" recognized as the
Leading Suit for the Young Man
who wants THE RIGHT THING,

CREEHBE-RCER

ool!
You've noticed how the looks of some rooms invite you on
r
sweltering Jay .
-

-

.r;":.

f

,

Make the color scheme of at least one room in your horn
in cool colors for summer. Tans, greens, browns and blues

lie

of

Best of Everytlilng Eatable

The secret of serving realy Good Tea and
Coffee is to use
CHASE AND

SANB1NS H!SH GRADE BEANOS

Infinite pains have been taken from Plantation to package to save all the Original, Delicate Flavor

(

for. you

'&

partment.
For a small sum you can make your home so inviting that
every day will seem like a vacation.

THE QRAAF & IIAYVARD COMPANY
SELLING AGENT

be takeli, .beginning with physical
Johnston of Folsom

FJAN MURDERED

penitentiary has had

32

prisoners

y (eyfand ear specialists.
Jaka Oppenhelmer, "the hyena;' under sentence u, of death, has been
fitted i with rf fcair of glasses; ,The
salrf that Oppenhelmer Was
JESUS HERNANDEZ,
AGED 65 warden
with
the reBult, as hla vision
pleased
YEARS, BEATEN TO DEATH
has been much Impaired In the pre"
BY RUFFIANS
paration 'ot a hook he Is now writing,
waa enfltled,""' "The" Thoughts of a ConRoswell, N. M., Aug.
received In this city today of the demned Man."
Another prisoner will be fitted with
murder late last week of 'Jesus Hernandez, 65 years old, and a RosweJl an arifjqlal. eye, on the theory that
citizen for over 30 years, near Los any tmprovertent in a prisoner's looks
Pnloa in the mountains west of here. will; ,heIgh,tQa his self respect and
He was a stone mason and was at make him more amenable to efforts
work on a house there when attacked for his reform.
and killed by three other natives after a dispute, starting, it is said, over
.PICTURE KILLED HIM
'
One kick broke a
land ownership.
Milted, Ta-- i Aug. 19. When witnessblood vessol In hia head and death ing a moving picture presentation of
followed In a few hours. Three
the battle ,.of Gettysburg last night,
brothers, alleged bad characters Harvey C'elger, a, civil war veteran,
of the community, are held by Lin- dropped dead of heart afilnre. The
coln county authorities for the crime. film showed a regiment acting the
part Geiger's regiment took In the
A NEW GLASS EYE
battle. The old man was wounded In
Sacramento, Calif., Aug. 19. To this engagement, and he became so
carry out his theory that steps for all overcome with emotion he could not
Sround betterment ot prisoners .should wlthstnnd the shock.

NEAR ROSVELL

J. C. JOHNSEN

4 SON

rSSBSSSSSS5HSH

HQQSimluTOiEIlCALTiCT

"FORT" CANNED GOODS

Ladies Lingerie

making
destroyed
the movement began. The iSouthern
Paclfio company also makes public
advices from Washington to the ef
fect that the state department Informed by the) Mexican authorities
that 1,000 federals are expected at
any moment to engage the Insurrectionary force.

and returned to your home in
the "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from your dressmakers.
Our expert girl ironers have
the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty,. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable. '

:'L&rVeIasi; Steam

V

;

Ve-

Can

The Same Day.

For

Noted

BAKERY GOODS

Dr. C. H. Ellsworth . Dentist, 16
Baldwin St. Rochester, N. Y says Fo
ley's Kidney Pills gave hlra Immediate
relief and strengthened him wonder"I have been bothered with
fully.
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
suffered much pain. Foley Kidney
Pills gave me Immediate relief and
strengthened me wonderfully. I am
pleased to recommend their use." O.
Q. Schaefer and Red Cross Dru Store.

Laundry

.

Finest Quality Fruits and

REPRESEfJT getables From Field to

ONLY HIQHE5J GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

FRESH EVERY DAY

ASK

YOllf uilcER

The Best in The City

Bread, Rolls, ;

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

FOE "FORT" BRAND

1,050 FOLLY EQUIPPED AT

YOUR

C03H

CooMIes, Pies, Cclces,

l
FOR
good Jersey
milk cows, fresh and coming fresh.
Ackerman Dairy.
SALE-Severa-

Phone Mua

617 Douglte

81

Are

Dotitfliiils,
Fried Calces end

CFf THIS

AJSH1PMENT

CEOP KENTUCKY

ti

BLUE

liiiiiiiion Rolls

GRASS SEED JUST RECEIVED.

r
.

YEAR'S

We are glad to be

OVERLAND MODEL 59 T

'able' to offer this at a reduction from

last years price.''
Telephone
show you.

Lu-cer- o

If

s

35c per lb. or 3 lbs. for $1.C0

IT'' Sow it'now.
507 Sixth

Strtet

This is the natural time to sow it.

PERRY ONION & SON
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

I

'The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

:

Some especially beautiful draperies that will effect a real
transformation in any room are now shown in our drapery de

Mt'a Right"

Laundered

I

i

w

are effective.

'

le Heme

V

or call and we will have our demonstrator

vLasVeoas
Phjne Main 344.

Ao!onioljile

&

'Machine'.

Whalen,

&

Co.

Fowler Preps

;

